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ABSTRACT
Seth Baldwin: Positivity in T -equivariant K-theory of Kac-Moody flag varieties
(Under the direction of Shrawan Kumar)
We prove a positivity result for the T -equivariant K-theory of flag varieties in the Kac-Moody case.
Specifically, we show sign-alternation of the structure constants in the Schubert basis, which generalizes the
work of Anderson-Griffeth-Miller from the finite case to the Kac-Moody case. Specializing this result to the
affine Grassmannian implies sign-alternation of the structure constants of the affine stable Grothendieck
polynomials as was conjectured by Lam-Schilling-Shimozono. Further, in the case of the affine Grassmannian
associated to SL2, we determine an inductive formula for the T -equivariant structure constants and explicit
closed forms for the ordinary structure constants in both the Schubert and dual bases.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
This thesis contains the results of my Ph.D. research at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill,
under the supervision of Shrawan Kumar.
Herein, we study the equivariant K-theory of flag varieties in the Kac-Moody case. More specifically,
we study the structure constants, which determine the multiplicative structure of the K-group. In joint
work with Kumar [BK], we show that the structure constants exhibit positivity, resolving conjectures of
Lam-Schilling-Shimozono [LSS] and Kumar [Ku1]. We also examine the case of the affine Grassmannian
associated to SL2, where we determine explicit formulas for the structure constants [B].
The thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 1 we provide an overview of our main results along with
some history and motivation. In Chapter 2 we review the necessary background to better understand the
main results and their proofs. Chapter 2 also contains some original results in Section 2.4. In Chapter 3 we
prove our positivity result. Finally, in Chapter 4 we work through the example of the affine Grassmanannian
associated to SL2.
1.1 Positivity in K-theory
Positivity in K-theory is motivated by the classical theory for cohomology. For any semi-simple algebraic
group G, the flag variety G/B (or more generally, G/P ) has a stratification into affine spaces, called Schubert
cells, whose closures are the Schubert varieties. The Kronecker dual classes of the Schubert varieties form
a basis for the cohomology ring of G/P , called the Schubert basis. The structure constants in this basis
therefore have geometric significance. In fact, it is a classical result that the structure constants are given by
the number of points of generic intersection of triples of translates of Schubert varieties, and as such, are
non-negative.
Beyond applications to intersection theory, the structure constants also have connections to representation
theory and combinatorics. For example, the structure constants in the cohomology ring of Grassmannians in
type A are determined by the Littlewood-Richardson rule, which determines the tensor product decomposition
of representations of SLn, and can be computed combinatorially using Young tableaux.
Buch (2002) [Bu], studied the (ordinary) K-theory of Grassmannians using combinatorial techniques
involving Grothendieck polynomials. He obtained a K-theoretic analogue of the Littlewood-Richardson rule
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and observed that the structure constants in K-theory have predictable signs. Rather than being positive,
as is the case in cohomology, they exhibit sign-alternation. Hence positivity in K-theory really means
sign-alternation, although we often use the term positivity for historical reasons. Buch also conjectured that
sign-alternation would extend beyond the case of Grassmannians. Indeed, motivated by this work, Brion
(2002) [Br] showed that sign-alternation holds in K-theory for any finite-dimensional flag variety.
In addition to studying ordinary cohomology and K-theory, it is natural to consider their equivariant
versions, especially the T -equivariant cohomology and K-theory, where T is a maximal torus. In the case of
T -equivariant cohomology, the structure constants are polynomials with integer coefficients in the simple
roots, and it was shown by Graham (2001) [G1] that the coefficients are non-negative.
In the cohomology of G/P , the Schubert basis is self dual with respect to the intersection pairing, after
reindexing. In K-theory there is an analogous pairing coming from the Euler characteristic, but in this case
the Schubert basis is not self dual. Thus the K-theory of G/P has two bases of interest. First, there is the
Schubert basis, given by the classes of structure sheaves of Schubert varieties. Second, there is the dual basis,
which carries topological significance.
In T -equivariant K-theory, positivity conjectures were made in both bases - in the Schubert basis by
Griffeth-Ram (2004) [GR], and in the dual basis by Graham-Kumar (2008) [GK]. To be more precise, the
structure constants are polynomials with integer coefficients in certain characters, and it was conjectured that
the coefficients alternate in sign. Both conjectures were proven by Anderson-Griffith-Miller (2011) [AGM].
The theory of Kac-Moody groups often parallels the theory of semi-simple groups. It is thus natural to
suspect that positivity might extend to the Kac-Moody case. Specific evidence of posivity was provided by
Lam-Schilling-Shimozono (2010) [LSS], who studied the K-theory of the affine Grassmannian in type A using
affine analogues of the Grothendieck polynomials employed by Buch. More precisely, they demonstrated an
isomorphism between the ring of affine stable Grothendieck polynomials and the ordinary K-theory of the
affine Grassmannian. Through this isomorphism, the image of the Schubert basis is explicitly identified in
the ring of Grothendieck polynomials, and based on computational evidence, the structure constants in the
Schubert basis were conjectured to exhibit sign-alternation.
Motivated by the work of Anderson-Griffith-Miller, Kumar (2017) [Ku1] showed that positivity extends to
the T -equivariant K-theory of flag varieties associated to symmetrizable Kac-Moody groups in the dual basis.
Further, he conjectured that positivity would also hold in the Schubert basis, generalizing the conjecture of
Lam-Schilling-Shimozono.
In Chapter 3 (joint work with Kumar), we show that positivity holds in the Schubert basis in the
symmetrizable Kac-Moody case [BK]. To state the result precisely, we introduce some notation. Let G be any
symmetrizable Kac-Moody group over C completed along the negative roots and Gmin ⊂ G be the minimal
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Kac-Moody group as in [Ku2, §7.4]. Let B be the standard (positive) Borel subgroup, B− the standard
(completed) negative Borel subgroup, H = B ∩B− the standard maximal torus, and W the Weyl group [Ku2,
Chapter 6]. Let X¯ := G/B be the ‘thick’ flag variety (introduced by Kashiwara) which contains the standard
flag variety X := Gmin/B. Let T be the adjoint torus, i.e., T := H/Z(Gmin), where Z(Gmin) denotes the
center of Gmin and let R(T ) denote the representation ring of T . For any w ∈W , we have the Schubert cell
Cw := BwB/B ⊂ X, the Schubert variety Xw := Cw ⊂ X, the opposite Schubert cell Cw := B−wB/B ⊂ X¯,
and the opposite Schubert variety Xw := Cw ⊂ X¯.
Let K0T (X¯) denote the Grothendieck group of T -equivariant coherent sheaves on X¯. Then, {[OXw ]}w∈W
forms an R(T )-‘basis’ of K0T (X¯) (where infinite sums are allowed), i.e., K
0
T (X¯) =
∏
w∈W R(T )[OXw ]. If
F and G are T -equivariant coherent sheaves on X¯, we define the product of their classes in K0T (X¯) by
[F ] · [G] = ∑i≥0(−1)iT orOX¯i (F ,G). We express the product in K0T (X¯) by:
[OXu ] · [OXv ] =
∑
w∈W
dwu,v[OXw ], for unique dwu,v ∈ R(T ).
The following is our main result, generalizing the work of Anderson-Griffith-Miller [AGM] from the finite
case to the Kac-Moody case.
Theorem 1.1.1 ([BK]). For any u, v, w ∈W ,
(−1)`(w)+`(u)+`(v)dwu,v ∈ Z≥0[(e−α1 − 1), . . . , (e−αr − 1)]
where {α1 . . . , αr} are the simple roots and ` denotes the length function on W .
Since the Schubert basis is preserved by pulling back through the natural projection G/B → G/P , the
Schubert structure constants for G/P are a special case of those for G/B. Further, the structure constants in
ordinary K-theory are determined by evaluating the T -equivariant structure constants at 1, which amounts
to taking the constant term. Thus, sign-alternation for T -equivariant K-theory of G/B immediately implies
sign-alternation for G/P in both T -equivariant and ordinary K-theory. It follows that the conjecture of
Lam-Schilling-Shimozono is a special case of our theorem, obtained by taking G to be affine SLn and P the
standard maximal parabolic subgroup.
1.2 Structure constants for affine SL2
Unlike in the case of finite-dimensional Grassmannians, where there is an explicit combinatorial rule
determining the structure constants in K-theory [Bu], there is no such rule known for affine Grassmannians.
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In Chapter 4, we examine the case of the affine Grassmannian associated to SL2 and determined an
inductive formula for the structure constants in both equivariant K-theory and equivariant cohomology
[B]. In equivariant K-theory, certain generating classes are calculated using a Chevalley formula due to
Lenart-Shimozono [LeSh] phrased in the Lakshmibai-Seshadri path model, as well as a localization formula
due to Lam-Schilling-Shimozono [LSS].
Further, in ordinary K-theory we obtain a closed form for the structure constants in both the Schubert and
dual bases. Let X¯ denote the affine Grassmannian associated to SL2 and let K0(X¯ ) denote the Grothendieck
group of coherent sheaves on X¯ . Let Ok denote the class of the structure sheaf of the (unique) opposite
Schubert variety of codimension k. Then, we have
K0(X¯ ) =
∏
k∈Z≥0
ZOk.
Write, in K0(X¯ ),
On · Om =
∑
k≥n+m
dkn,mOk.
Similarly, letting ξk denote the basis dual to the basis Ok, write, in K0(X¯ ),
ξn · ξm =
∑
k≥n+m
bkn,mξ
k.
The following theorem gives closed forms for the structure constants.
Theorem 1.2.1 ([B]). The structure constants in the ordinary K-theory of the affine Grassmannian associated
to SL2 are given by
dn+m+kn,m = (−1)k ·
(n+m+ k − 1)!
(n− 1)!(m− 1)!k! ·
n+m+ 2k
(n+ k)(m+ k)
.
bn+m+kn,m = (−1)k ·
(n+m+ k)!
n!m!k!
.
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CHAPTER 2
Background
2.1 T -equivariant K-theory
We work over the field C of complex numbers. By a variety we mean an algebraic variety over C which is
reduced, but not necessarily irreducible.
In this section, let X denote a variety with a left action by an algebraic torus T . A T -equivariant coherent
sheaf on X is a coherent sheaf F together with an isomorphism I : a∗F ' p∗XF , where a : T ×X → X is
the action map and pX : T ×X → X is the projection. This isomorphism must also satisfy (m× idX)∗I =
p∗23I ◦ (idT × a)∗I where m is the group operation on T and p23 is the projection onto the last two factors of
T × T ×X. If Z ⊂ X is any T -stable closed subvariety, then OZ is naturally a T -equivariant coherent sheaf.
The Grothendieck group of T -equivariant coherent sheaves on X, denoted KT0 (X), is the quotient of
the free abelian group on isomorphism classes of T -equivariant sheaves by the relations [F ] = [F ′] + [F ′′]
whenever there is a short exact sequence of sheaves 0→ F ′ → F → F ′′.
If f : X → Y is a proper T -equivariant morphism, the pushforward gives a group homomorphism
f∗ : KT0 (X)→ KT0 (Y ) defined by
f∗[F ] =
∑
i≥0
(−1)i[Rif∗(F)].
This pushforward is functorial.
Note that KT0 (pt) = R(T ), the representation ring of the torus T . Given a T -equivariant coherent sheaf
F on X, the T -equivariant Euler-Poincare´ characteristic is defined as χT (F) := p∗([F ]), where p : X → {pt}.
A T -equivariant vector bundle on X is an algebraic vector bundle pi : V → X with a T -action on the
total space V such that the projection pi : V → X is T -equivariant. The Grothendieck group of T -equivariant
vector bundles on X, denoted K0T (X), is the free abelian group on isomorphism classes of T -equivariant
vector bundles by the relation [V ] = [V ′] + [V ′′] whenever there is a short exact sequence of vector bundles
0→ V ′ → V → V ′′ → 0. Here we note that a short exact sequence of T -equivariant vector bundles need not
have a T -equivariant splitting.
K0T (X) is a ring, with product defined by [V ] · [U ] = [V ⊗ U ], where V and U are T -equivariant vector
bundles on X. Further, KT0 (X) is naturally a K
0
T (X)-module with action given by [V ]·[F ] = [V ⊗F ] for V a T -
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equivariant vector bundle on X and F a T -equivariant coherent sheaf on X. Given a T -equivariant morphism
f : X → Y the pullback gives a ring homomorphism f∗ : K0T (Y )→ K0T (X) defined by f∗[V ] = [f∗(V )]. This
pullback is functorial. KT0 (X) can also be viewed as an R(T )-module via pulling back by the projection
p : X → {pt}. Equivalently, we may define this module structure by identifying a representation M of T with
a topologically trivial vector bundle with fiber M .
For a smooth variety X, every T -equivariant coherent sheaf has a finite resolution by vector bundles [CG,
Proposition 5.1.28], and hence KT0 (X) = K
0
T (X). In this case, K
T
0 (X) inherits a ring structure, with product
defined by
[F ] · [G] =
∑
i≥0
(−1)iT orOXi (F ,G),
where F and G are T -equivariant coherent sheaves on X.
Suppose that Y is also a T -variety. Consider X × Y as a T -variety with the diagonal action and let
p1 : X × Y → X be the first projection and p2 : X × Y be the second projection. Given a T -equivariant
coherent sheaf F on X and G on Y , their external tensor product, F  G, is a T -equivariant coherent sheaf
on X × Y , defined by F  G := p∗1F ⊗ p∗2G.
2.2 Algebraic geometry
We review here several notions from algebraic geometry which will be used throughout.
A desingularization of a variety X is a nonsingular variety Z together with a proper birational morphism
pi : Z → X. We say that X has rational singularities if there exists a desingularization pi : Z → X satisfying
pi∗OZ = OX and Rjpi∗OZ = 0 for all j ≥ 1. Equivalently, X has rational singularities if and only if the
conditions pi∗OZ = OX and Rjpi∗OZ = 0 for all j ≥ 1 hold for every desingularization Z of X. Note that for
any desingularization Z of X, the equality pi∗OZ = OX is equivalent to X being normal, by Zariski’s main
theorem.
For a normal variety X, the canonical sheaf of X is defined as ωX = ι∗ωXreg , where ι : Xreg → X denotes
the inclusion of the nonsingular locus and ωXreg denotes the sheaf of differential forms of maximal degree on
Xreg. If, in addition, X is Cohen-Macaulay, then ωX is its dualizing sheaf.
If X is normal and pi : Z → X is any desingularization, we have an injective trace map pi∗ωZ → ωX .
Further, Rjpi∗ωZ = 0 for any j ≥ 1, by the Grauert-Riemenschneider theorem. Another characterization of
rational singularities, due to Kempf, is given by the following: X has rational singularities if and only if X is
normal, Cohen-Macauley, and pi∗ωZ = ωX for any desingularization pi : Z → X.
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2.3 Kac-Moody flag varieties
In this section we introduce Kac-Moody flag varieties. The notation introduced in this section will be
standard throughout most of the rest of this thesis.
Let G be any symmetrizable Kac-Moody group over C completed along the negative roots (as opposed to
completed along the positive roots as in [Ku2, Chapter 6]) and Gmin ⊂ G be the minimal Kac-Moody group
as in [Ku2, §7.4]. Let B be the standard (positive) Borel subgroup, B− the standard (completed) negative
Borel subgroup, H = B ∩B− the standard maximal torus, and W the Weyl group [Ku2, Chapter 6]. Let
X¯ := G/B
be the ‘thick’ flag variety which contains the standard flag variety X := Gmin/B.
If G is not of finite type, X¯ is an infinite-dimensional non quasi-compact scheme [K, §4] and X is an
ind-projective variety [Ku2, §7.1]. The group Gmin and, in particular, the maximal torus H acts on X¯ and X.
Let T be the adjoint torus, i.e., T := H/Z(Gmin), where Z(Gmin) denotes the center of Gmin. (Recall that
by [Ku2, Lemma 6.2.9(c)], Z(Gmin) = {h ∈ H : eαi(h) = 1 for all the simple roots αi}.) Then, the action of
H on X¯ (and on X) descends to an action of T .
For any w ∈W we have the Schubert cell
Cw := BwB/B ⊂ X,
the Schubert variety
Xw := Cw =
⊔
w′≤w
Cw′ ⊂ X,
the opposite Schubert cell
Cw := B−wB/B ⊂ X¯,
and the opposite Schubert variety
Xw := Cw =
⊔
w′≥w
Cw
′ ⊂ X¯,
all endowed with the reduced subscheme structures. Then, Xw is a (finite-dimensional) irreducible projective
subvariety of X and Xw is a finite-codimensional irreducible subscheme of X¯ [Ku2, §7.1] and [K, §4].
We denote by Zw the Bott-Samelson-Demazure-Hansen (BSDH) variety as in [Ku2, §7.1.3], which is a
B-equivariant desingularization of Xw [Ku2, Proposition 7.1.15]. Further, Xw is normal, Cohen-Macaulay
(CM for short) and has rational singularities [Ku2, Theorem 8.2.2].
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We also define the boundary of the Schubert variety by
∂Xw := Xw \ Cw
with the reduced subscheme structure. Then, ∂Xw is pure of codimension 1 in Xw and is CM (See the proof
of Proposition 3.5.8).
For any u ≤ w, we have the Richardson variety
Xuw := X
u ∩Xw ⊂ X
endowed with the reduced subvariety structure. By [Ku1, Proposition 6.6], Xuw is irreducible, normal and CM.
We denote by Zuw the T -equivariant desingularization of X
u
w as in [Ku1, Theorem 6.8]. By [KuS, Theorem
3.1], Xuw has rational singularities (in fact it has Kawamata log terminal singularities).
We denote the representation ring of T by R(T ). Let {α1, . . . , αr} ⊂ h∗ be the set of simple roots,
{α∨1 , . . . , α∨r } ⊂ h the set of simple coroots, and {s1, . . . , sr} the corresponding set of simple reflections, where
h := Lie(H). Let ρ ∈ h∗ be any integral weight satisfying
ρ(α∨i ) = 1, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r.
When G is a finite-dimensional semisimple group, ρ is unique, but for a general Kac-Moody group G, it may
not be unique.
For any integral weight λ let Cλ denote the one-dimensional representation of H on C given by h·v = λ(h)v
for h ∈ H, v ∈ C. By extending this action to B we may define, for any integral weight λ, the G-equivariant
line bundle L(λ) on X¯ by
L(λ) := G×B C−λ,
where for any representation V of B, G×B V := (G× V )/B where B acts on G× V via (g, v) · b = (gb, b−1v)
for g ∈ G, v ∈ V, b ∈ B. Then, G ×B V is the total space of a G-equivariant vector bundle over X, with
projection given by (g, v)B 7→ gB. We also define the bundle
eλ := X¯ × Cλ,
which while trivial when viewed as a non-equivariant line bundle, is equivariantly non-trivial with the diagonal
action of H.
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2.4 The Grothendieck group of Kac-Moody flag varieties
In this section we define the T -equivariant Grothendieck groups of both the thick and standard Kac-Moody
flag varieties. Note that care must be taken here when applying results from Section 2.1, as Kac-Moody flag
varieties are generally infinite-dimensional. Further, we introduce the Schubert bases and the dual bases.
Some of the results in this section are original (see [BK]).
For a quasi-compact scheme Y , an OY -module is called coherent if it is finitely presented as an OY -module
and any OY -submodule of finite type admits a finite presentation.
A subset S ⊂W is called an ideal if for all x ∈ S and y ≤ x we have y ∈ S. We say that an OX¯ -module
S is coherent if S|V S is a coherent OV S -module for every finite ideal S ⊂W , where V S is the quasi-compact
open subset of X¯ defined by
V S :=
⋃
w∈S
wU−B/B, where U− := [B−1, B−1].
Let K0T (X¯) denote the Grothendieck group of T -equivariant coherent OX¯ -modules. Since the coherence
condition on S is imposed only for S|V S for finite ideals S ⊂W , K0T (X¯) can be thought of as the inverse limit
of K0T (V
S) as S varies over all finite ideals of W (see [KS, §2]). In view of the above, K0T (X¯) is sometimes
referred to as the K-cohomology because it comes equipped with a pullback.
We define
KT0 (X) := Limitn→∞K
T
0 (Xn),
where {Xn}n≥1 is the filtration of X giving the ind-projective variety structure (see [Ku2, §7.1]) and KT0 (Xn)
is the Grothendieck group of T -equivariant coherent sheaves on Xn. K
T
0 (X) is sometimes referred to as the
K-homology because it comes equipped with a pushforward.
For any u ∈ W , OXu is a coherent OX¯ -module by [KS, §2]. From [KS, comment after Remark 2.4] we
have:
Lemma 2.4.1. {[OXu ]} forms a ‘basis’ of K0T (X¯) as an R(T )-module (where we allow arbitrary infinite
sums).
Definition 2.4.2. We define ξw to be the ideal sheaf of ∂Xw := Xw \ Cw in Xw, where ∂Xw is given the
reduced subscheme structure:
ξw := OXw(−∂Xw).
Lemma 2.4.3. {[ξw]} forms a ‘basis’ of K0T (X¯) as an R(T )-module (where we allow arbitrary infinite sums).
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Proof. This follows since [ξw] = [OXw ] +
∑
w′>w rw′ [OXw′ ], for some rw′ ∈ R(T ) and the fact that [OXw ] is
a basis of K0T (X¯) (see Lemma 2.4.1).
Lemma 2.4.4. {[OXw ]} forms a basis of KT0 (X) as an R(T )-module.
Proof. This follows from [CG, §5.2.14 and Theorem 5.4.17].
Definition 2.4.5. We define ξw to be the ideal sheaf of ∂Xw := Xw \ Cw in Xw, where ∂Xw is given the
reduced subscheme structure:
ξw := OXw(−∂Xw).
Lemma 2.4.6. {[ξw]} forms a basis of KT0 (X) as an R(T )-module.
Proof. This follows since [ξw] = [OXw ] +
∑
w′<w rw′ [OXw′ ], for some rw′ ∈ R(T ) and the fact that [OXw ] is a
basis of KT0 (X) (see Lemma 2.4.4).
Proposition 2.4.7. ωXw = e
−ρL (−ρ)ξw, where ωXw is the dualizing sheaf of Xw.
Proof. This follows from [GK, Proposition 2.2] since the same proof works for general Kac-Moody groups.
The following lemma is due to Kashiwara-Shimozono [KS, Lemma 8.1].
Lemma 2.4.8. Any T -equivariant coherent sheaf S on V u admits a free resolution in CohT (OV u):
0→ Sn ⊗OV u → · · · → S1 ⊗OV u → S0 ⊗OV u → S → 0,
where Sk are finite-dimensional T -modules, V
u := uU−B/B ⊂ X¯, and CohT (OV u) denotes the abelian
category of T -equivariant coherent OV u-modules.
We define a pairing
〈 , 〉 : K0T (X¯)⊗KT0 (X)→ R(T ), (2.1)
〈[S], [F ]〉 =
∑
i
(−1)iχT (Xn,T orOX¯i (S,F)),
where S is a T -equivariant coherent sheaf on X¯ and F is a T -equivariant coherent sheaf on X supported on
Xn for some n, where χT represents the T -equivariant Euler-Poincare´ characteristic. By [Ku1, Lemma 3.5]
this is well defined.
From [Ku1, Lemma 5.5] we have the following result:
Lemma 2.4.9. For any u,w ∈W , we have
T or
OX¯
i (OXu ,OXw) = 0, ∀i > 0.
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We now prove:
Lemma 2.4.10. For any u ∈W and any finite union of Schubert varieties Y = ⋃`i=1Xwi we have
T or
OX¯
i (OXu ,OY ) = 0, ∀i > 0.
In particular, for any u,w ∈W we have
T or
OX¯
i (OXu ,O∂Xw) = 0, ∀i > 0.
Proof. We proceed by double induction on the dimension of Y (i.e. the largest dimension of the irreducible
components of Y ) and the number of irreducible components of Y . If dimY = 0, then Y = Xe and so the
result follows from Lemma 2.4.9. Now, suppose that dimY = d and Y has k irreducible components. If k = 1
then the result follows from Lemma 2.4.9, so we may assume that k ≥ 2. Let Y1 = Xw be an irreducible
component of Y and let Y2 be the union of all the other irreducible components.
By [KuS, Proposition 5.3 and its proof] X is Frobenius split compatibly splitting its Schubert varities Xu
and also Richardson varieties Xvu in X¯.
Thus, any finite intersection Xu1 ∩ . . . ∩Xun ∩Xv1 ∩ . . . ∩Xvm is reduced for any n ≥ 1. (∗)
(In the proof here we have only used Xu1 ∩ . . . ∩Xun to be reduced, but the more general assertion here will
be used later in the thesis.)
The short exact sequence of sheaves
0→ OY → OY1 ⊕OY2 → OY1∩Y2 → 0
yields the long exact sequence
. . .→ T orOX¯i+1(OXu ,OY1∩Y2)→ T orOX¯i (OXu ,OY )→ T orOX¯i (OXu ,OY1 ⊕OY2)→ . . .
Now, since Y2 has less than k irreducible components, induction on the number of irreducible components
gives
T or
OX¯
i (OXu ,OY1 ⊕OY2) = 0, ∀i > 0.
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Since Y1 ∩ Y2 is reduced and of dimension less than d, induction on the dimension gives
T or
OX¯
i+1(OXu ,OY1∩Y2) = 0, ∀i > 0.
Together, these imply the lemma.
Lemma 2.4.11. For any u,w ∈W , we have
T or
OX¯
i (OXu , ξw) = 0, ∀i > 0.
Proof. Applying Lemmas 2.4.9 and 2.4.10, the desired result follows from the long exact sequence for T or.
Proposition 2.4.12. For any u,w ∈W we have
〈[OXu ], [ξw]〉 = δu,w.
Proof. By definition
〈[OXu ], [ξw]〉 =
∑
i
(−1)iχT (Xn,T orOX¯i (OXu , ξw))
where n is taken such that n ≥ `(w). Thus, by Lemma 2.4.11, we have
〈[OXu ], [ξw]〉 = χT (Xn,OXu ⊗OX¯ ξw).
By Lemma 2.4.10 we have the sheaf exact sequence
0→ OXu ⊗OX¯ ξw → OXu ⊗OX¯ OXw → OXu ⊗OX¯ O∂Xw → 0.
Observe that by (∗)
OXu ⊗OX¯ OXw = OXu∩Xw ,
and similarly for OXu ⊗OX¯ O∂Xw . Thus,
χT (Xn,OXu ⊗OX¯ ξw) = χT (Xn,OXu∩Xw)− χT (Xn,OXu∩∂Xw).
When non-empty, Xu ∩Xw is irreducible by [Ku1, Proposition 6.6], and thus Xu ∩∂Xw =
⋃
u≤w′<wX
u ∩
Xw′ is a connected projective variety when non-empty, since u ∈ Xu ∩Xw′ for all u ≤ w′ < w. If u  w we
have Xu ∩Xw = ∅, so assume u ≤ w. In this case Xu ∩Xw 6= ∅. Now, if u = w then Xu ∩ ∂Xw = ∅, while if
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u < w then Xu ∩ ∂Xw 6= ∅. By [KuS, Corollary 3.2],
Hi(Xn,OXu∩Xw) = 0, ∀i > 0.
Using an inductive argument similar to Lemma 2.4.10 we obtain
Hi(Xn,OXu∩Y ) = 0, ∀i > 0,
where Y is any finite union of Schubert varieties. Taking Y = Xu ∩ ∂Xw and combining the above implies
the proposition (here we use that, when non-empty, Xu ∩ Y is connected).
2.5 Structure constants
If F and G are T -equivariant coherent sheaves on X¯, we define the product of their classes in K0T (X¯) by
[F ] · [G] =
∑
i≥0
(−1)iT orOX¯i (F ,G).
This is well defined by Lemma 2.4.8.
The Schubert structure constants dwu,v ∈ R(T ) are defined by
[OXu ] · [OXv ] =
∑
w∈W
dwu,v[OXw ]. (2.2)
Note that for fixed u, v ∈W , infinitely many of the dwu,v may be nonzero. By [GK],
dwu,v ∈ Z[e−α1 − 1, . . . , e−αr − 1],
where α1, . . . , αr are the simple roots. By Proposition 2.4.12, d
w
u,v = 〈[OXu ]·[OXv ], [ξw]〉. SinceOXu⊗OXv⊗ξw
is supported on Xu ∩ Xv ∩ Xw (and the same holds for any of the higher T or sheaves), it follows that
dwu,v = 0 unless w ≥ u, v.
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2.5.1 Relation between structure constants for G/B and G/P
Let P be any standard parabolic subgroup of G of finite type (see [Ku2, Definition 6.1.18]). (Recall that
a parabolic subgroup is said to be of finite type if its Levi subgroup is finite-dimensional.) Then we have
K0T (G/P ) =
∏
w∈WP
R(T )[OXwP ],
where WP denotes the set of minimal length representatives of W/WP , and X
w
P := BwP/P .
We define the Schubert structure constants dw,Pu,v ∈ R(T ) for G/P in the analogous way.
[OXuP ] · [OXvP ] =
∑
w∈WP
dw,Pu,v [OXwP ].
Let pi : G/B → G/P be the standard (T -equivariant) projection. Then, pi is a locally trivial fibration
(with fiber the smooth projective variety P/B) and hence flat (see [Ku2, Chapter 7]). Thus, we have
pi∗[OXwP ] = [Opi−1(XwP )] = [OXw ].
Since pi∗ : K0T (G/P )→ K0T (G/B) is a ring homomorphism, we have
dwu,v = d
w,P
u,v (2.3)
for any u, v, w ∈ WP . We will sometimes drop the notation dw,Pu,v in favor of the notation dwu,v, even when
working with partial flag varieties.
2.5.2 Relation between structure constants in ordinary and equivariant K-theory
Let K0(X¯) denote the Grothendieck group of coherent sheaves on X¯. Then, we have
K0(X¯) =
∏
w∈W
Z[OXw ],
where [OXw ] denotes the class of OXw in K0(X¯). Further, the map
Z⊗R(T ) K0T (X¯)→ K0(X¯), 1⊗ [OXw ] 7→ [OXw ]
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is an isomorphism, where we view Z as an R(T )-module via evaluation at 1 [KoKu, Proposition 3.25]. Similar
results apply to G/P . Hence, we have, in K0(X¯),
[OXu ] · [OXv ] =
∑
w∈W
dwu,v(1)[OXw ],
where dwu,v(1) denotes d
w
u,v evaluated at 1. Similarly, for any parabolic subgroup P of finite type, and any
u, v ∈WP , we have, in K0(G/P ),
[OXuP ] · [OXvP ] =
∑
w∈WP
dwu,v(1)[OXwP ]. (2.4)
We will see later that dwu,v(1) = 0 unless `(w) ≥ `(u) + `(v) (see Proposition 2.5.3).
2.5.3 Structure constants in cohomology
Recall that Gmin denotes the minimal affine Kac-Moody group and X = Gmin/B the standard flag variety.
Consider H•T (X), the T -equivariant cohomology ring of X with integral coefficients, and product given by
the cup product. Let t = Lie(T ) and let S(t∗) = H•T (pt) denote the symmetric algebra on the dual of t. Then
H•T (X) is a module over S(t
∗) with Schubert basis {εˆw} (see [Ku2, Theorem 11.3.9]).
We define the T -equivariant cohomology structure constants cwu,v ∈ S(t∗) (see [Ku2, Corollary 11.3.17]) by
εˆu · εˆv =
∑
w≥u,v
`(w)≤`(u)+`(v)
cwu,v εˆw. (2.5)
Then cwu,v are in fact homogeneous polynomials with integral coefficients of degree `(u) + `(v)− `(w) in the
variables α1, . . . , αr.
Let P be any parabolic subgroup of G of finite type. The cohomology ring H•T (G
min/P ) has a Schubert
basis {εˆPw} indexed by w ∈WP . For u, v, w ∈WP , define cw,Pu,v ∈ S(t∗) by
εˆPu · εˆPv =
∑
w≥u,v
`(w)≤`(u)+`(v)
w∈WP
cw,Pu,v εˆ
P
w . (2.6)
The (T -equivariant) projection pi : Gmin/B → Gmin/P gives a ring homomorphism pi∗ : H•T (Gmin/P ) →
H•T (G
min/B) which satisfies pi∗(εˆPu ) = εˆu. Hence, for u, v, w ∈WP , we have
cwu,v = c
w,P
u,v . (2.7)
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We also have the following result from [Ku2, Proposition 11.3.7]. The map
Z⊗S(t∗) H•T (X)→ H•(X), εˆw 7→ εw
is an isomorphism, where Z is considered as an S(t∗)-module via evaluation at 0 and {εw} denotes the
Schubert basis of the ordinary (non-equivariant) cohomology ring H•(X). Similar results apply for Gmin/P .
Hence, we have, in H•(Gmin/P ),
εPu · εPv =
∑
w≥u,v
`(w)=`(u)+`(v)
w∈WP
cwu,v(0)ε
P
w . (2.8)
2.5.4 Relation between structure constants in K-theory and cohomology
The structure constants in cohomology are determined by the structure constants in K-theory by results
of Kostant-Kumar, which we now state.
The representation ring R(T ) has a decreasing filtration {R(T )n}n≥0, where
R(T )n := {f ∈ R(T ) : mult1(f) ≥ n},
where mult1(f) denotes the multiplicity of the zero of f at 1. The following is from [KoKu, §§2.28 – 2.30 and
Theorem 3.13].
Theorem 2.5.1. There exists a decreasing filtration {Fn}n≥0 of the ring K0T (X¯) compatible with the filtration
of R(T ) such that there is a ring isomorphism of the associated graded ring β : C⊗Z gr
(
K0T (X¯)
) ' H•T (X,C).
Moreover, for any w ∈W , [ξw] ∈ F`(w) and under this isomorphism, β([ξw]) = εˆw, where [ξw] denotes the
element [ξw] mod F`(w)+1 in gr`(w))
(
K0T (X¯)
)
.
Remark. We have converted the above theorem into the language of the K-cohomology K0T (X¯). The
original statement in [KoKu] uses the language of the topological K-group KtopT (X) and it’s basis ψ
w (see
[KoKu, §3]). To obtain the statement above, we have implicitly used that the topological K-group KtopT (X)
is isomorphic to the K-cohomology K0T (X¯) under the identification of the topological basis ψ
w with the dual
basis [ξw]. This isomorphism follows from [Ku1, Proposition 4.1 and Lemma 4.3].
For a polynomial p we define the order of p, denoted ord(p), to be the least total degree of the nonzero
monomial terms of p. When p = 0, we define ord(0) =∞. For N ∈ Z≥0 let [N ] denote the set of numbers
{0, 1, . . . , N}.
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Define the structure constants bwu,v ∈ R(T ) in the basis {[ξw]} by
[ξu] · [ξv] =
∑
w∈W
bwu,v[ξ
w]. (2.9)
By [KoKu, Proposition 2.22], bwu,v = 0 unless w ≥ u, v. Further, by [GK],
bwu,v ∈ Z[e−α1 − 1, . . . , e−αr − 1].
The following is a consequence of Theorem 2.5.1.
Proposition 2.5.2. Consider the structure constant bwu,v as a polynomial with integral coefficients in the
variables e−αi − 1. Then ord(bwu,v) ≥ `(u) + `(v)− `(w).
Further, choosing N large enough and writing
bwu,v =
∑
j∈[N ]r
bwu,v(j)(e
−α1 − 1)j1 . . . (e−αr − 1)jr ,
for unique bwu,v(j) ∈ Z (not to be confused with the notation for evaluation introduced earlier), we have
cwu,v =
∑
|j|=`(u)+`(v)−`(w)
bwu,v(j)α
j1
1 . . . α
jr
r ,
where |j| = ∑ri=1 ji.
Because the transition matrix between the Schubert basis {[OXw ]} and the dual basis {[ξw]} is lower
triangular with 1’s on the diagonal, we have, in the notation of Theorem 2.5.1,
β([OXw ]) = εˆw,
where [OXw ] denotes the element [OXw ] mod F`(w)+1 in gr`(w))
(
K0T (X¯)
)
. This gives the following proposi-
tion.
Proposition 2.5.3. Consider the structure constant dwu,v as a polynomial with integral coefficients in the
variables e−αi − 1. Then ord(dwu,v) ≥ `(u) + `(v)− `(w).
Further, choosing N large enough and writing
dwu,v =
∑
j∈[N ]r
dwu,v(j)(e
−α1 − 1)j1 . . . (e−αr − 1)jr ,
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for unique dwu,v(j) ∈ Z, we have
cwu,v =
∑
|j|=`(u)+`(v)−`(w)
dwu,v(j)α
j1
1 . . . α
jr
r ,
where |j| = ∑ri=1 ji.
As a consequence, dwu,v(1) = 0 unless `(w) ≥ `(u) + `(v).
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CHAPTER 3
Positivity in T -equivariant K-theory
3.1 Main results
Recall our notation from the previous chapter. Let G be any symmetrizable Kac-Moody group over
C completed along the negative roots and Gmin ⊂ G be the minimal Kac-Moody group as in [Ku2, §7.4].
Let B be the standard (positive) Borel subgroup, B− the standard (completed) negative Borel subgroup,
H = B ∩B− the standard maximal torus, and W the Weyl group [Ku2, Chapter 6]. Let X¯ := G/B be the
‘thick’ flag variety (introduced by Kashiwara) which contains the standard flag variety X := Gmin/B. Let T
be the adjoint torus, i.e., T := H/Z(Gmin), where Z(Gmin) denotes the center of Gmin and let R(T ) denote
the representation ring of T . For any w ∈W , we have the Schubert cell Cw := BwB/B ⊂ X, the Schubert
variety Xw := Cw ⊂ X, the opposite Schubert cell Cw := B−wB/B ⊂ X¯, and the opposite Schubert variety
Xw := Cw ⊂ X¯.
Let K0T (X¯) denote the Grothendieck group of T -equivariant coherent sheaves on X¯. Then, {[OXw ]}w∈W
forms an R(T )-‘basis’ of K0T (X¯) (where infinite sums are allowed), i.e., K
0
T (X¯) =
∏
w∈W R(T )[OXw ]. We
express the product in K0T (X¯) by:
[OXu ] · [OXv ] =
∑
w∈W
dwu,v[OXw ], for unique dwu,v ∈ R(T ).
The following result is our main theorem (see Theorem 3.3.3). As mentioned in the first chapter, this
was conjectured first by Griffeth-Ram [GR] in the finite case (2004), proven in the finite case by Anderson-
Griffeth-Miller [AGM] (2011), and then conjectured in the general Kac-Moody case by Kumar [Ku1] (2017).
Theorem 3.1.1. For any u, v, w ∈W ,
(−1)`(w)+`(u)+`(v)dwu,v ∈ Z≥0[(e−α1 − 1), . . . , (e−αr − 1)],
where {α1 . . . , αr} are the simple roots.
Let P be any standard parabolic subgroup of G of finite type (see [Ku2, Definition 6.1.18]). (Recall that
a parabolic subgroup is said to be of finite type if its Levi subgroup is finite-dimensional.) We may express,
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in K0T (G/P ),
[OXuP ] · [OXvP ] =
∑
w∈WP
dw,Pu,v [OXwP ], for unique dw,Pu,v ∈ R(T ),
where WP is the set of minimal length representatives of W/WP , WP is the Weyl group of P , and X
w
P :=
B−wP/P ⊂ G/P is the opposite Schubert variety.
By (2.3), dw,Pu,v = d
w
u,v for u, v, w ∈WP . Hence Theorem 3.1.1 gives:
Theorem 3.1.2. For any standard parabolic subgroup P of G of finite type, and any u, v, w ∈WP ,
(−1)`(w)+`(u)+`(v)dw,Pu,v ∈ Z≥0[(e−α1 − 1), . . . , (e−αr − 1)].
Theorems 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 also apply to ordinary (non-equivariant) K-theory. Let P be a standard parabolic
subgroup of G of finite type and let K0(G/P ) denote the Grothendieck group of coherent sheaves on G/P .
Then, we have K0(G/P ) =
∏
w∈WP Z[OXwP ], where [OXwP ] denotes the class of the structure sheaf of XwP in
K0(G/P ).
For u, v ∈WP , write, in K0(G/P ),
[OXuP ] · [OXvP ] =
∑
w∈WP
aw,Pu,v [OXwP ], for unique aw,Pu,v ∈ Z.
By (2.4) we have that aw,Pu,v is the constant term of d
w,P
u,v . Thus, Theorem 3.1.2 gives:
Theorem 3.1.3. For any standard parabolic subgroup P of G of finite type, and any u, v, w ∈WP ,
(−1)`(w)+`(u)+`(v)aw,Pu,v ∈ Z≥0.
The following conjecture of Lam-Schilling-Shimozono [LSS, Conjectures 7.20 (ii) and 7.21 (iii)] is a special
case of Theorem 3.1.3:
Let G = ŜLN be the affine Kac-Moody group associated to SLN , and let P be its standard maximal
parabolic subgroup. Let X¯ = G/P be the corresponding thick affine Grassmannian. Then, K0(X¯ ) has the
structure sheaf ‘basis’ {[OXuP ]}u∈WP over Z, where W is the (affine) Weyl group of G and WP is the set of
minimal coset representatives in W/Wo (Wo being the finite Weyl group of SLN ). Write, for any u, v ∈WP ,
[OXuP ] · [OXvP ] =
∑
w∈WP
ewu,v[OXwP ], for unique integers ewu,v.
Then, the following is a special case of Theorem 3.1.3:
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Corollary 3.1.4 (Conjectured by Lam-Schilling-Shimozono).
(−1)`(u)+`(v)+`(w)ewu,v ∈ Z≥0.
Define the Schubert structure constants cw,Pu,v ∈ S(t∗) in T -equivariant cohomology H•T (Gmin/P ) by
εˆPu · εˆPv =
∑
w≥u,v
`(w)≤`(u)+`(v)
w∈WP
cw,Pu,v εˆ
P
w .
Then by Proposition 2.5.3 and (2.7), Theorem 3.1.1 implies the following result proved by Graham [G2]
cw,Pu,v ∈ Z≥0[α1, . . . , αr].
Further, define the Schubert structure constants pw,Pu,v ∈ Z in ordinary (non-equivariant) cohomology by
εPu · εPv =
∑
w≥u,v
`(w)=`(u)+`(v)
w∈WP
pw,Pu,v ε
P
w
Then since by (2.8) we have that pw,Pu,v is the constant term of c
w,P
u,v , the above gives the following result due
to Kumar-Nori [KuN]:
pw,Pu,v ∈ Z≥0.
The proof of Theorem 3.1.1 follows closely the work of Anderson-Griffeth-Miller [AGM] and Kumar [Ku1],
though several technical details had to be carefully addressed, e.g., Proposition 3.5.7 proving the rational
singularities of Z. Letting KT0 (X) denote the Grothendieck group of finitely supported T -equivariant coherent
sheaves on X, there is a natural pairing
〈 , 〉 : K0T (X¯)⊗KT0 (X)→ R(T ),
coming from the T -equivariant Euler-Poincare´ characteristic (see (2.1)). Under this pairing, the bases
{[OXu ]} of K0T (X¯) and {[ξw]} of KT0 (X) are dual (see Proposition 2.4.12), where ξw := OXw(−∂Xw) and
∂Xw := Xw \ Cw. (By Lemma 2.4.6, ξw is indeed a basis of KT0 (X).)
In Section 3.2 we realize the product structure constants in K0T (X¯) as the coproduct structure constants
of the dual basis in KT0 (X) (see Lemma 3.2.2). This allows the use of the above pairing and duality to
express the structure constants in terms of certain cohomology groups. Then, following [AGM], we introduce
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the ‘mixing space’ XP (see Definition 3.2.3), which is a bundle over a product of projective spaces P with
fiber X. This allows for the reduction from T -equivariant K-theory to ordinary (non-equivariant) K-theory.
Next, we introduce the ‘mixing group’ Γ (see Definition 3.2.11) whose action is sufficient to ensure a certain
transverality needed to prove our main result.
In Section 3.3 we state our main technical result, Theorem 3.3.1. Part a) allows the structure constants to
be realized as the Euler characteristic of a certain sheaf, while part b) shows that this sheaf has cohomology
which is zero in all but a single term of known degree, immediately resulting in a determination of the sign of
the Euler characteristic and hence the structure constants.
Part a) of Theorem 3.3.1 is proved in Section 3.4. The proof relies on some local T or vanishing results
which were proven in [Ku1], as well as a reduction to finite-dimensional schemes, where a transversality result
due to Sierra is crucially used (see Theorem 3.4.1).
The proof of the more difficult part b) of Theorem 3.3.1 is the content of Sections 3.5 through 3.7. In
Section 3.5 we introduce the crucial scheme Z which comes with a projection to the mixing group Γ. For
γ ∈ Γ, the γ-translate of the sheaf whose cohomology we are concerned with is supported along the fiber
pi−1(γ) of the projection pi : Z → Γ (see Lemma 3.7.1). We also introduce a desingularization Z˜ of Z and
prove that Z is irreducible, normal and has rational singularities (see Propositions 3.5.5 and 3.5.7). We
further introduce the divisor ∂Z ⊂ Z which is shown to be Cohen-Macaulay (see Proposition 3.5.8).
In Section 3.6 the rational singularities of Z are used to apply a relative version of the Kawamata-Viehweg
vanishing theorem (see Theorem 3.6.1) to show that Ripi∗ωZ(∂Z) = 0 for all i > 0 (see Corollary 3.6.8).
Finally, in Section 3.7, this vanishing of the higher direct images along with the semicontinuity theorem is
used to prove vanishing of the relevant cohomology along the fibers of pi : Z → Γ (see Theorem 3.7.2) and
thus conclude the proof of part b) of Theorem 3.3.1.
3.2 The mixing space and mixing group
In this section we realize the product structure constants of {[OXu ]} in K0T (X¯) as the coproduct structure
constants of the dual basis {[ξu]} in KT0 (X) (Lemma 3.2.2). We then introduce the mixing space XP, which is
a bundle over a product of projective spaces P, with fiber X. This allows for the reduction from T -equivariant
K-theory to non-equivariant K-theory. Using the pairing and duality introduced in the previous section,
we realize the structure constants in terms of certain cohomology groups (see Lemma 3.2.10). Finally, we
introduce the mixing group Γ whose action is sufficient to allow for a transversality result necessary to prove
part a) of our main technical result (Theorem 3.3.1).
Definition 3.2.1. (Structure constants dwu,v) By Lemma 2.4.1, in K
0
T (X¯) we have:
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[OXu ] · [OXv ] =
∑
w∈W
dwu,v[OXw ], for unique dwu,v ∈ R(T ), (3.1)
where infinitely many of dwu,v may be nonzero.
Lemma 3.2.2. Write, in KT0 (X ×X) under the diagonal action of T on X ×X,
∆∗[ξw] =
∑
u,v
ewu,v[ξu  ξv], for ewu,v ∈ R(T ), (3.2)
where ∆ : X → X ×X is the diagonal map. Then, ewu,v = dwu,v.
Proof. Let ∆¯ : X¯ → X¯ × X¯ be the diagonal map, and note that ∆¯∗[OXu OXv ] = [OXu ] · [OXv ]. Hence, we
have:
dwu,v = 〈
∑
w′∈W
dw
′
u,v[OXw′ ], [ξw]〉, by Proposition 2.4.12
= 〈[OXu ] · [OXv ], [ξw]〉, by (3.1)
= 〈∆¯∗[OXu OXv ], [ξw]〉
= 〈[OXu OXv ],∆∗[ξw]〉
= 〈[OXu OXv ],
∑
u′,v′
ewu′,v′ [ξu′  ξv′ ]〉, by (3.2)
= ewu,v, by Proposition 2.4.12.
We now prepare to define the mixing space. Let P := (PN )r where r = dimT and N is some large fixed
integer. Let [N ] = {0, 1, . . . , N} and let j = (j1, j2, . . . , jr) ∈ [N ]r. We define
Pj := PN−j1 × · · · × PN−jr
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and similarly define
Pj := Pj1 × · · · × Pjr .
We also define the boundary of Pj by
∂Pj :=
(
Pj1−1 × Pj2 × · · · × Pjr) ∪ · · · ∪ (Pj1 × · · · × Pjr−1 × Pjr−1) ,
where we interpret P−1 := ∅ to be the empty set. Throughout this chapter we will identify T ' (C∗)r via
t 7→ (e−α1(t), . . . , e−αr (t)).
Definition 3.2.3. (Mixing space XP) Let E(T )P := (CN+1\{0})r be the total space of the standard principal
T -bundle E(T )P → P. We can view E(T )P → P as a finite-dimensional approximation of the classifying
bundle for T . Define XP := E(T )P ×T X and let p : XP → P be the Zariski-locally trivial fibration with fiber
X = Gmin/B.
For any T -scheme V we define VP := E(T )P ×T V .
For the rest of this chapter we use the notation Y := X × X and Y¯ := X¯ × X¯. Further, we let
YP := E(T )P ×T Y ' XP ×P XP, where T acts diagonally on Y .
Note that for any u, v ∈W , (Xu)P and (Xu ×Xv)P are CM, as they are fiber bundles over P, and hence
locally a product of CM schemes. Thus, they have dualizing sheaves.
Definition 3.2.4. We define the sheaf (ξu)P on XP by
(ξu)P := (e
ρL (ρ))P ⊗ ω(Xu)P ,
where (eρL (ρ))P is defined by
E(T )P ×T eρL (ρ)→ XP.
Proposition 3.2.5. K0(XP) := Limitn→∞K0((Xn)P) is a free module over the ring K0(P) = K0(P) with
basis {[(ξw)P]}.
Thus, K0(XP) has Z-basis
{p∗([OPj ]) · [(ξw)P]}j∈[N ]r,w∈W ,
where, as above, p : XP → P is the projection.
Proof. This follows from [CG, §5.2.14 and Theorem 5.4.17] as well as the fact that the transition matrix
between the basis {[OXw ]} and {[ξw]} is upper triangular with invertible diagonal entries.
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Definition 3.2.6. We define the sheaf ˜ξu  ξv on YP by
˜ξu  ξv := (e2ρL (ρ)L (ρ))P ⊗ ω(Xu×Xv)P ,
where (e2ρL (ρ)L (ρ))P is defined by
E(T )P ×T
(
e2ρL (ρ)L (ρ)
)→ YP.
The diagonal map ∆ : X → Y gives rise to the embedding ∆˜ : XP → YP. Thus, by the previous proposition,
we may write
∆˜∗[(ξw)P] =
∑
u,v∈W,j∈[N ]r
hwu,v(j)pˆ
∗[OPj ] · [ ˜ξu  ξv] ∈ K0(YP), for unique hwu,v(j) ∈ Z, (3.3)
where pˆ : YP → P is the projection.
The following lemma makes precise the reduction from T -equivariant K-theory of X¯ to the ordinary
K-theory of the mixing space.
Lemma 3.2.7. For any u, v, w ∈W we can choose N large enough and express
dwu,v =
∑
j∈[N ]r
dwu,v(j)(e
−α1 − 1)j1 . . . (e−αr − 1)jr ,
where dwu,v(j) ∈ Z.
Then,
dwu,v(j) = (−1)|j|hwu,v(j), where |j| :=
r∑
i
ji.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.2.2 and [GK, Lemma 6.2] (see also [AGM, §3]).
Lemma 3.2.8. For any coherent sheaf S on P and any u, v ∈W we have:
a) T or
OY¯P
i (p¯
∗(S), ˜ξu  ξv) = 0, ∀i > 0,
b) T or
OY¯P
i (p¯
∗(S),O(Xu×Xv)P) = 0, ∀i > 0,
where p¯ : Y¯P → P is the projection.
Proof. As the statements are local in P, we may replace Y¯P by U × Y¯ , for some open set U ⊂ P. Then,
p¯∗S ' S OY¯
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˜ξu  ξv ' OU  (ξu  ξv)
O(Xu×Xv)P ' OU  (OXu OXv ).
Applying the above, followed by the Kunneth formula, gives, for part a),
T or
OU×Y¯
i (p¯
∗(S), ˜ξu  ξv) = T orOUOY¯i (S OY¯ ,OU  (ξu  ξv))
=
⊕
j+k=i
T orOUj (S,OU )⊗T orOY¯k (OY¯ , ξu  ξv)
= 0, for i > 0.
A similar computation gives part b).
Lemma 3.2.9. For any coherent sheaf S on P and any u ∈W we have:
T or
OYP
i (pˆ
∗(S), ∆˜∗((ξu)P)) = 0, ∀i > 0,
where, as earlier, pˆ : YP → P is the projection.
Proof. As before, since the statement is local in P, we may replace YP by U × Y , for some open set U ⊂ P.
Then,
pˆ∗S ' S OY ,
∆˜∗((ξu)P) = OU ∆∗(ξu).
Now, proceed as in the proof of Lemma 3.2.8.
Lemma 3.2.10. With notation as in (3.3) we have
hwu,v(j) = 〈[O(Xu×Xv)P ], pˆ∗[OPj (−∂Pj)] · ∆˜∗((ξw)P)〉,
where the pairing
〈 , 〉 : K0(Y¯P)⊗K0(YP)→ Z
is defined (similar to (2.1)) by
〈[S], [F ]〉 =
∑
i
(−1)iχ(Y¯P,T orOY¯Pi (S,F)),
where χ denotes the Euler-Poincare´ characteristic, and (as earlier) the map pˆ : YP → P denotes the projection.
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Proof. First, we have
〈[O(Xu×Xv)P ], pˆ∗[OPj (−∂Pj)] · ∆˜∗((ξw)P)〉 = 〈p¯∗[OPj (−∂Pj)] · [O(Xu×Xv)P ], ∆˜∗((ξw)P)〉,
where p¯ : Y¯P → P denotes the projection. To see this, first take a locally free finite resolution of O(Xu×Xv)P on
a quasi-compact open subset of Y¯P and a locally free finite resolution of OPj (−∂Pj) on P. Then, use the fact
that for a locally free sheaf F on a quasi-compact open subset of Y¯P and a locally free sheaf G on P, we have
〈F , pˆ∗(G) · ∆˜∗((ξw)P)〉 = 〈p¯∗(G) · F , ∆˜∗((ξw)P)〉.
Now, the lemma follows from (3.3), Lemma 3.2.8, Proposition 2.4.12 and [Ku1, Identity 20].
We now introduce the mixing group Γ which acts on Y¯P.
Definition 3.2.11. (Mixing group Γ) Let T act on B via
t · b = tbt−1
for t ∈ T, b ∈ B. This action induces a natural action of ∆T on B ×B. Consider the ind-group scheme over
P:
(B2)P = E(T )P ×T B2 → P.
Let Γ0 denote the group of global sections of (B
2)P under pointwise multiplication. Since GL(N + 1)r acts
canonically on (B2)P in a way compatible with its action on P, it also acts on Γ0 via inverse pull-back. We
define the mixing group Γ to be the semi direct product Γ := Γ0 oGL(N + 1)r:
1→ Γ0 → Γ→ GL(N + 1)r → 1.
By [Ku1, Lemmas 4.7 and 4.8 (more precisely, the paragraph following these lemmas)], we have the
following two lemmas:
Lemma 3.2.12. Γ is connected.
Lemma 3.2.13. For any e¯ ∈ P and any (b, b′) in the fiber of (B2)P over e¯ there exists a section γ ∈ Γ0 such
that γ(e¯) = (b, b′).
We define the action of Γ on Y¯P via
(γ, g) · [e, (x, y)] = [ge, γ(ge) · (x, y)]
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for γ ∈ Γ0, g ∈ GL(N + 1)r, e ∈ E(T )P, and (x, y) ∈ Y¯ , where the action of Γ0 is via the standard action of
B ×B on Y¯ = X¯2. It follows from Lemma 3.2.13 that the orbits of the Γ-action on Y¯P are precisely equal to
{(Cw × Cw′)P}.
3.3 Statement of main technical theorem
We now come to our main technical result.
Theorem 3.3.1. For general γ ∈ Γ and any u, v, w ∈W, j ∈ [N ]r we have:
a) For all i > 0,
T or
OY¯P
i
(
γ∗O(Xu×Xv)P , pˆ∗(OPj (−∂Pj))⊗OYP ∆˜∗((ξw)P)
)
= 0.
b) Assume hwu,v(j) 6= 0. For all p 6= |j|+ `(w)− `(u)− `(v),
Hp
(
Y¯P, γ∗O(Xu×Xv)P ⊗OY¯P
(
pˆ∗(OPj (−∂Pj))⊗OYP ∆˜∗((ξw)P)
))
= 0,
where |j| := ∑ri=1 ji.
Proof. Deferred to the later sections. Part a) is proved in Section 3.4, while part b) is proved in Section 3.7.
Since Γ is connected, Lemmas 3.2.10, 3.2.9, and Theorem 3.3.1 together give:
Corollary 3.3.2. (−1)`(w)−`(u)−`(v)+|j|hwu,v(j) ∈ Z≥0.
As an immediate consequence of Corollary 3.3.2 and Lemma 3.2.7 we get:
Theorem 3.3.3. For any symmetrizable Kac-Moody group G and any u, v, w ∈W , the structure constants
of the product in the basis {[OXw ]} in K0T (X¯) satisfy
(−1)`(w)+`(u)+`(v)dwu,v ∈ Z≥0[(e−α1 − 1), . . . , (e−αr − 1)].
3.4 Proof of part a) of Theorem 3.3.1
The key tool used to prove part a) of Theorem 3.3.1 is the following transversality result, taken from
[AGM, Theorem 2.3] (originally due to Sierra)
Theorem 3.4.1. Let X be a variety with a left action of an algebraic group G and let F be a coherent sheaf
on X. Suppose that F is homologically transverse to the closures of the G-orbits on X. Then, for each
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coherent sheaf E on X, there is a Zariski-dense open set U ⊆ G such that T orOXi (F , g∗E) = 0 for all i ≥ 1
and all g ∈ U .
Theorem 3.3.1 part a) is a particular case of the following slightly more general result by taking E =
pˆ∗(OPj (−∂Pj))⊗OYP ∆˜∗((ξw)P).
Theorem 3.4.2. Let w ∈ W and let E be a coherent sheaf on (Yw)P := (Xw × Xw)P. Then, for general
γ ∈ Γ and any u, v ∈W we have:
T or
OY¯P
i
(
γ∗O(Xu×Xv)P , E
)
= 0, ∀i > 0.
Proof. We first show that for any γ ∈ Γ,
T or
OY¯P
i
(O(Xu×Xv)P , γ∗E) = T orO(Yw)Pi (O(Yw)P ⊗OY¯P O(Xu×Xv)P , γ∗E) . (3.4)
Since γ∗E is a coherent sheaf on (Yw)P, we can replace γ∗E by E itself.
As the assertion is local on P we may assume Y¯P ' P× Y¯ and that
O(Xu×Xv)P ' OP  (OXu OXv ),
O(Yw)P ' OP  (OXw OXw).
To simplify notation let A = OY¯P , B = O(Yw)P , M = O(Xu×Xv)P and N = E . Take an A-free resolution
F• →M on an open subset of Y¯P of the form (V u′ × V v′)P, where V u is defined as in Lemma 2.4.8. Then,
the homology of the chain complex B ⊗A F• is by definition T orA• (M,B). Moreover,
T orAi (M,B) = 0, ∀i > 0.
Indeed, locally on P,
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T orAi (M,B) = T or
OPOY¯
i
(OP O(Xu×Xv),OP O(Xw×Xw))
=
⊕
j+k=i
T orOPj (OP,OP)⊗T orOY¯k (OXu×Xv ,OXw×Xw)
= 0, ∀i > 0
by Lemma 2.4.9 and the Kunneth formula. Hence, B ⊗A F• is a B-free resolution of B ⊗AM .
Thus, the homology of the chain complex N ⊗B (B ⊗A F•) is equal to T orB• (B ⊗AM,N); but,
N ⊗B (B ⊗A F•) = (N ⊗B B)⊗A F• = N ⊗A F•,
so the homology is also equal to T orA• (M,N). Hence,
T orB• (B ⊗AM,N) = T orA• (M,N)
as desired. This proves (3.4).
Now, by Lemma 3.2.13, the closures of the Γ-orbits of (Yw)P are precisely (Xx ×Xy)P, where x, y ≤ w.
Equation (3.4) implies that the sheaf F defined by
F := O(Yw)P ⊗OY¯P O(Xu×Xv)P
is homologically transverse to the Γ-orbit closures in (Yw)P. Indeed, since O(Xx×Xy)P is a coherent O(Yw)P-
module when x, y ≤ w, equation (3.4) gives
T or
O(Yw)P
i
(F ,O(Xx×Xy)P) = T orOY¯Pi (O(Xu×Xv)P ,O(Xx×Xy)P)
= 0, ∀i > 0
by Lemma 2.4.9 and the Kunneth formula.
Thus, by Theorem 3.4.1 (with G = Γ, X = (Yw)P, and E and F as above), we conclude that for general
γ ∈ Γ,
T or
O(Yw)P
i
(
O(Yw)P ⊗OY¯P O(Xu×Xv)P , γ∗E
)
= 0, ∀i > 0. (3.5)
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Here we note that although Γ is infinite-dimensional, the action of Γ on (Yw)P factors through the action of a
finite-dimensional quotient group of Γ.
Now, (3.4) gives
T or
OY¯P
i
(O(Xu×Xv)P , γ∗E) = 0, ∀i > 0,
which is equivalent to the desired vanishing.
3.5 The schemes Z and ∂Z
For u, v ≤ w we use the notation Xu,vw := Xuw ×Xvw. We also write X2w := Xw ×Xw. For any j ∈ [N ]r,
we let (Xw)j denote the inverse image of Pj through the map E(T )P ×T Xw → P.
Similarly, for u, v ≤ w we write Zu,vw := Zuw × Zvw, where Zuw is the T -equivariant desingularization of Xuw
as in [Ku1, Theorem 6.8]. We also write Z2w := Zw × Zw, where Zw is a BSDH variety as in [Ku2, §7.1.3].
For any j ∈ [N ]r, we let (Zw)j denote the inverse image of Pj through the map E(T )P ×T Zw → P.
The action of B on Zw factors through the action of a finite-dimensional quotient group B¯ containing the
maximal torus H. Further, the action of Γ on (X2w)P descends to an action of the finite-dimensional quotient
group
Γ¯ := Γ¯0 oGL(N + 1)r,
where Γ¯0 is the group of global sections of the bundle E(T )P ×T (B¯2)→ P.
From [Ku1, Lemmas 6.11 and 6.12] we have
Lemma 3.5.1. Let u, v ≤ w. The map
m : Γ¯× (Xu,vw )P → (X2w)P, m(γ, x) = γ · pi2(x)
is flat, where pi2 : (X
u
w ×Xvw)P → (X2w)P is induced from the canonical map Xuw ×Xvw → X2w.
Lemma 3.5.2. Let u, v ≤ w. The map
m˜ : Γ¯× (Zu,vw )P → (Z2w)P, m˜(γ, x) = γ · p˜i2(x)
is smooth, where p˜i2 : (Z
u
w × Zvw)P → (Z2w)P is induced from the canonical map Zuw × Zvw → Z2w.
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Define Z to be the fiber product
Z := (Γ¯× (Xu,vw )P)×(X2w)P ∆˜((Xw)j)
and Z˜ to be the fiber product
Z˜ := (Γ¯× (Zu,vw )P)×(Z2w)P ∆˜((Zw)j)
as in the commutative diagram:
Z˜ ∆˜((Zw)j)

Γ¯× (Zu,vw )P (Z2w)P
Γ¯
Γ¯× (Xu,vw )P (X2w)P

Z ∆˜((Xw)j)
p˜i
f
ι˜
(smooth)
µ˜
θ
(smooth)
m˜
β
(flat)
m
pi
(flat)
µ
i
In the above diagram,  denotes a fiber square. Note that the maps θ and β above are desingularizations.
The maps pi : Z → Γ¯ and p˜i : Z˜ → Γ¯ are induced by the projections onto the first factor. The map f : Z˜ → Z
is defined by f := θ ◦ ι˜. It is clear that the image of f is indeed contained inside of Z using commutativity of
the diagram, along with the fact that β(∆˜((Zw)j)) = ∆˜((Xw)j)).
We define the boundary of (Xw)j by
∂((Xw)j) := (∂Xw)j ∪ (Xw)∂Pj
and similarly define the boundary of (Zw)j by
∂((Zw)j) := (∂Zw)j ∪ (Zw)∂Pj ,
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where ∂Zw := ϕ
−1(∂Xw) and ϕ : Zw → Xw denotes the desingularization.
We define the boundary of Z by
∂Z := (Γ¯× (Xu,vw )P)×(X2w)P ∆˜(∂((Xw)j))
and similarly define the boundary of Z˜ by
∂Z˜ := (Γ¯× (Zu,vw )P)×(Z2w)P ∆˜(∂((Zw)j)).
Observe that f−1(∂Z) = ∂Z˜ is the scheme-theoretic inverse image.
We will need the following lemmas, which are restatements of [Ku1, Lemmas 7.2 and 7.3] respectively
([Ku1, Lemma 7.3] is originally from [FP, Lemma on page 108]).
Lemma 3.5.3. Let f : W → X be a flat morphism from a pure-dimensional CM scheme W of finite type
over C to a CM irreducible variety X and let Y be a closed CM subscheme of X of pure codimension d. Set
Z := f−1(Y ). If codimW (Z) ≥ d then equality holds and Z is CM.
Lemma 3.5.4. Let f : W → X be a morphism from a pure-dimensional CM scheme W of finite type over
C to a smooth irreducible variety X and let Y be a closed CM subscheme of X of pure codimension d. Set
Z := f−1(Y ). If codimW (Z) ≥ d then equality holds and Z is CM.
Proposition 3.5.5. The scheme Z is normal, irreducible, and CM, of dimension
dimZ = |j|+ `(w)− `(u)− `(v) + dim Γ¯.
The scheme Z˜ is irreducible, and the map f : Z˜ → Z is a proper birational map. Hence, the scheme Z˜ is
a desingularization of Z.
Proof. By [H, Chapter III, Corollary 9.6], the fibers of m are pure of dimension
dim Γ¯ + dim(Xu,vw )P − dim(X2w)P.
Since the fibers of µ are the same as those of m, applying loc. cit. to µ gives that Z is pure of dimension
dimZ = dim Γ¯ + dim(Xu,vw )P − dim(X2w)P + dim ∆˜((Xw)j)
= |j|+ `(w)− `(u)− `(v) + dim Γ¯.
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The remainder of the proof of the proposition follows from the proof of [Ku1, Proposition 7.4 and Lemma
7.5] (Note that there is a slight difference in the definition of Z and Z˜ between ours and that in [Ku1].)
Further, the scheme Z˜ is non-singular, since µ˜ is a smooth morphism with non-singular base.
Lemma 3.5.6. Let G be a group acting on a set X and let Y ⊂ X. Consider the action map m : G×Y → X.
For x ∈ X denote the orbit of x by O(x) and the stabilizer by Stab(x). Then, Stab(x) acts on the fiber m−1(x)
and Stab(x)\m−1(x) ' O(x) ∩ Y .
Proof. It is easy to check that
m−1(x) =
{
(g, h−1x) : h ∈ G, h−1x ∈ Y, g ∈ Stab(x) · h} .
Thus, Stab(x) acts on m−1(x) by left multiplication on the left component. Since every element of O(x) ∩ Y
is of the form h−1x for some h ∈ G, the second projection m−1(x) → O(x) ∩ Y is surjective. This map
clearly factors through the quotient to give a map Stab(x)\m−1(x)→ O(x) ∩ Y . To show this induced map
is injective, note first that each class has a representative of the form (h, h−1x). Now, if (h1, h−11 x) and
(h2, h
−1
2 x) satisfy h
−1
1 x = h
−1
2 x then h2h
−1
1 x = x, i.e. h2h
−1
1 ∈ Stab(x), i.e. h2 ∈ Stab(x) · h1, i.e. (h1, h−11 x)
and (h2, h
−1
2 x) belong to the same class.
Proposition 3.5.7. The scheme Z has rational singularities.
Proof. Since µ is flat and ∆˜((Xw)j) has rational singularities, by [El, The´ore`m 5] it is sufficient to show that
the fibers of µ are disjoint unions of irreducible varieties with rational singularities (in fact, the fibers of µ are
irreducible, but we do not provide a proof here as we do not need this fact).
Let x ∈ ∆˜((Cw′)j), where w′ ≤ w. Then, by Lemmas 3.5.6 and 3.2.13, we have Stab(x)\µ−1(x) '
(Xu∩Cw′ ×Xv ∩Cw′)P, where Stab(x) is taken with respect to the action of Γ¯ on (X2w)P. By [Se, Proposition
3, §2.5], the quotient map Γ¯→ Stab(x)\Γ¯ is locally trivial in the e´tale topology.
Consider the pullback diagram:
µ−1(x) ⊆ Γ¯× (Xu,vw )P
Stab(x)\µ−1(x) ⊆ (Stab(x)\Γ¯)× (Xu,vw )P
Since the right vertical map is a locally trivial fibration in the e´tale topology, the left vertical map is too.
Now, Stab(x)\µ−1(x) ' (Xu ∩ Cw′ ×Xv ∩ Cw′)P has rational singularities by [KuS, Theorem 3.1]. Further,
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Stab(x) being smooth and µ−1(x)→ Stab(x)\µ−1(x) being locally trivial in the e´tale topology, we get that
µ−1(x) is a disjoint union of irreducible varieties with rational singularities by [KM, Corollary 5.11].
Proposition 3.5.8. The scheme ∂Z is pure of codimension 1 in Z and is CM.
Proof. Using the fact that ∆˜((Xw)∂Pj ) and ∆˜((∂Xw)j) are equidimensional, applying [H, Chapter III, Corol-
lary 9.6] to their irreducible components gives that
(
Γ¯× (Xu,vw )P
)×(X2w)P∆˜((Xw)∂Pj ) and (Γ¯× (Xu,vw )P)×(X2w)P
∆˜((∂Xw)j) are both pure of dimension
dim Γ¯ + dim(Xu,vw )P − dim(X2w)P + dim ∆˜((Xw)j)− 1.
Hence, ∂Z is pure of codimension 1 in Z.
A similar argument also gives that
(
Γ¯× (Xu,vw )P
)×(X2w)P ∆˜((∂Xw)∂Pj ) is pure of dimension
dim Γ¯ + dim(Xu,vw )P − dim(X2w)P + dim ∆˜((Xw)j)− 2.
Next we show that ∂Z is CM. Since (Xw)j is a locally trivial fibration over Pj , it is locally a product of
CM schemes and hence is CM. Also, since ∂Pj is CM, we similarly have that (Xw)∂Pj and hence ∆˜((Xw)∂Pj )
is CM. Now, applying Lemma 3.5.3 to µ : Z → ∆˜((Xw)j) gives that
(
Γ¯× (Xu,vw )P
) ×(X2w)P ∆˜((Xw)∂Pj ) is
CM, since ∆˜((Xw)∂Pj ) and µ
−1(∆˜((Xw)∂Pj )) =
(
Γ¯× (Xu,vw )P
)×(X2w)P ∆˜((Xw)∂Pj ) are of pure codimension 1
in ∆˜((Xw)j) and Z respectively.
Observe that ∂Xw is CM. To prove this, use Proposition 2.4.7 and the argument as in the proof of [Ku1,
Corollary 10.5] by taking an embedding of Xw into a smooth projective variety. Thus, (∂Xw)j is locally
a product of CM schemes and hence is CM, and hence so is ∆˜((∂Xw)j). Now, Lemma 3.5.3 applied to
µ : Z → ∆˜((Xw)j) gives that (
Γ¯× (Xu,vw )P
)×(X2w)P ∆˜((∂Xw)j)
is CM since ∆˜((∂Xw)j) and µ
−1(∆˜((∂Xw)j)) =
(
Γ¯× (Xu,vw )P
)×(X2w)P ∆˜((∂Xw)j) are of pure codimension 1
in ∆˜((Xw)j) and Z respectively.
The intersection (
Γ¯× (Xu,vw )P
)×(X2w)P ∆˜((∂Xw)∂Pj )
=
((
Γ¯× (Xu,vw )P
)×(X2w)P ∆˜((Xw)∂Pj )) ∩ ((Γ¯× (Xu,vw )P)×(X2w)P ∆˜((∂Xw)j))
is of pure codimension 1 in both
(
Γ¯× (Xu,vw )P
) ×(X2w)P ∆˜((Xw)∂Pj ) and (Γ¯× (Xu,vw )P) ×(X2w)P ∆˜((∂Xw)j).
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Now, [E, Exercise 18.13] gives that the union ∂Z is CM iff the intersection (Γ¯× (Xu,vw )P)×(X2w)P ∆˜((∂Xw)∂Pj )
is. But Lemma 3.5.3 applied to µ : Z → ∆˜((Xw)j) gives that
(
Γ¯× (Xu,vw )P
) ×(X2w)P ∆˜((∂Xw)∂Pj ) is CM,
since ∆˜((∂Xw)∂Pj ) and µ
−1(∆˜((∂Xw)∂Pj )) =
(
Γ¯× (Xu,vw )P
)×(X2w)P ∆˜((∂Xw)∂Pj ) are of pure codimension 2
in ∆˜((Xw)j) and Z respectively.
Lemma 3.5.9. The morphism µ : Z → ∆˜((Xw)j) is affine.
Proof. Since ∆˜((Xw)j) is a closed subscheme of (X
2
w)P it suffices to show that the map m : Γ¯× (Xu,vw )P →
(X2w)P is an affine morphism. Now, if f : X → Y is an affine morphism and Z ⊂ X is a closed subscheme then
f |Z : Z → Y is clearly an affine morphism. Thus, it suffices to show that Γ¯× (X2w)P → (X2w)P is an affine
morphism. Further, if X and Y are total spaces of principal T -bundles and f : X → Y is a T -equivariant
map, then f is affine iff f¯ : X/T → Y/T is affine. Thus, it suffices to show that
µˆ : Γ¯× (E(T )P ×X2w)→ E(T )P ×X2w
is affine. Recall that Γ¯ = Γ¯0 o GL(N + 1)r and µˆ is given by µˆ((σ, g), (e, x)) = (ge, σ(ge) · x), where
σ ∈ Γ¯0, g ∈ GL(N + 1)r, e ∈ E(T )P, x ∈ X2w. Write µˆ as a composite µˆ = µ3 ◦ µ2 ◦ µ1 where:
µ1 : Γ¯0 ×GL(N + 1)r × E(T )P ×X2w → Γ¯0 × E(T )P ×X2w, (σ, g, e, x) 7→ (σ, g · e, x)
µ2 : Γ¯0 × E(T )P ×X2w → B¯2 × E(T )P ×X2w, (σ, e, x) 7→ (σ(e), e, x)
µ3 : B¯
2 × E(T )P ×X2w → E(T )P ×X2w, ((b1, b2), e, (x, y)) 7→ (e, b1x, b2y).
As the composition of two affine morphisms is affine, it suffices to prove that µ1, µ2, µ3 are affine. Moreover,
if f : X → Y is affine then f × IdZ : X × Z → Y × Z is affine for any scheme Z. Hence, it suffices to prove
that the following maps µˆ1, µˆ2, and µˆ3 are affine:
µˆ1 : GL(N + 1)
r × E(T )P → E(T )P, (g, e) 7→ g · e
µˆ2 : Γ¯0 × E(T )P → B¯2 × E(T )P, (σ, e) 7→ (σ(e), e)
µˆ3 : B¯
2 ×X2w → X2w, ((b1, b2), (x, y)) 7→ (b1x, b2y).
1. µˆ1 is affine: Since E(T )P = (CN+1 \ {0})r, it suffices to prove that θ : GL(N + 1)× (CN+1 \ {0})→
CN+1 \{0}, (g, v) 7→ g ·v is affine. Now, consider the map θ¯ : GL(N +1)×CN+1 → CN+1, (g, v) 7→ g ·v.
Since both the domain and codomain are affine, θ¯ is an affine morphism. Moreover, θ = θ¯|θ¯−1(CN+1\{0}).
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Thus, θ is affine.
2. µˆ2 is affine: Take an affine open subset U ⊂ E(T )P. Then, B¯2 × U is an affine open subset in
B¯2 × E(T )P. Now, µˆ−12 (B¯2 × U) = Γ¯0 × U . Since Γ¯0 is affine, so is Γ¯0 × U . Thus, µˆ2 is affine.
3. µˆ3 is affine: It suffices to prove that δ : B¯×Xw → Xw, (b, x) 7→ bx is affine. Take an affine open subset
V ⊂ Xw. Then, δ−1(V ) =
⋃
b∈B¯(b, b
−1V ). Consider the scheme isomorphism i : B¯ ×Xw 7→ B¯ ×Xw,
(b, x) 7→ (b, b · x). Then, i(δ−1(V )) = B¯ × V . But, since B¯ × V is affine, so is δ−1(V ). Thus, δ is an
affine morphism and hence so is µˆ3.
Let pi : Z → Γ¯ denote the projection onto the first factor and pi1 : ∂Z → Γ¯ denote the restriction of pi to
∂Z. We define the fibers
Nγ := pi
−1(γ) ' γ((Xu,vw )P) ∩ ∆˜((Xw)j) (3.6)
and
Mγ := pi
−1
1 (γ) ' γ((Xu,vw )P) ∩ ∆˜(∂((Xw)j)). (3.7)
Corollary 3.5.10. Assume that hwu,v(j) 6= 0, where hwu,v(j) are defined by (3.3). Then, for general γ ∈ Γ¯,
we have that Nγ (defined by (3.6)) is CM of pure dimension. In fact, for γ ∈ Γ¯ such that
dimNγ = dimZ − dim Γ¯ = |j|+ `(w)− `(u)− `(v),
Nγ is CM, and this condition is satisfied for general γ.
Similarly, if |j|+ `(w)− `(u)− `(v) > 0, for general γ ∈ Γ¯, we have that Mγ (defined by (3.7)) is CM of
pure codimension 1 in Nγ . If |j|+ `(w)− `(u)− `(v) = 0, for general γ ∈ Γ¯, we have that Mγ is empty.
Proof. First we show that pi is surjective when hwu,v(j) 6= 0. From the definition of pi we have that
Im pi =
{
γ ∈ Γ¯ : γ((Xu,vw )P) ∩ ∆˜((Xw)j) 6= ∅
}
.
Since Γ¯ is connected, Lemma 3.2.10 along with the assumption hwu,v(j) 6= 0 gives that γ((Xu,v)P)∩∆˜((Xw)j) 6=
∅ for any γ ∈ Γ¯. Since γ((Xu,v)P) ∩ ∆˜((Xw)j) = γ((Xu,vw )P) ∩ ∆˜((Xw)j), we get that pi is surjective.
Now, since Z is CM, applying Lemma 3.5.4 to pi gives that if
codimZ(Nγ) = dim Γ¯, (3.8)
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then Nγ is CM. By [S, Chapter I, §6.3, Theorem 1.25], this condition holds for γ in a dense open subset of Γ¯.
Thus, Nγ is CM for γ satisfying dimNγ = dimZ − dim Γ¯, and this condition is satisfied for general γ.
Next, we show that if |j| + `(w) − `(u) − `(v) > 0 then pi1 is surjective. First note that since pi1 is
projective, if it is not surjective, its image is a proper closed subset of Γ¯. Thus, for general γ ∈ Γ¯, Mγ = ∅,
i.e., Nγ ⊂ Z \ ∂Z. As µ is an affine morphism by Lemma 3.5.9, Z \ ∂Z is affine. But, Nγ is projective of
positive dimension (since |j|+ `(w)− `(u)− `(v) > 0) which gives a contradiction.
In particular, there is at least one irreducible component of ∂Z on which pi1 is surjective. The other
irreducible components are mapped to closed subsets of Γ¯. Let U be the complement of the union of the
images of the irreducible components on which pi1 is not surjective. Then, U is open, since there are only
finitely many irreducible components. Applying [S, Chapter I, §6.3, Theorem 1.25] to pi1 on each irreducible
component of ∂Z which surjects onto Γ¯ and then intersecting with U gives that for general γ ∈ Γ¯
codim∂Z(Mγ) = dim Γ¯. (3.9)
Thus, by Lemma 3.5.4, Mγ is CM. Moreover, (3.8) and (3.9) together imply that Mγ is pure of codimension
1 in Nγ .
In the case where |j|+ `(w)− `(u)− `(v) = 0, we have dimZ = dim Γ¯, so that dim ∂Z < dim Γ¯. Thus,
Im pi1 is a proper closed subset of Γ¯, and hence Mγ is empty for general γ.
Corollary 3.5.11. Assume that hwu,v(j) 6= 0. Then, for general γ ∈ Γ¯, we have
E xtiONγ (ONγ (−Mγ), ωNγ ) = 0, ∀i > 0.
Proof. By [I, Proposition 11.33 and Corollary 11.43] we have
E xtiONγ (OMγ , ωNγ ) = 0, unless i = 1,
and, of course,
E xtiONγ (ONγ , ωNγ ) = 0, ∀i > 0.
Hence, the desired result follows from the long exact E xt sequence associated to the short exact sequence
0→ ONγ (−Mγ)→ ONγ → OMγ → 0.
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3.6 Application of Kawamata-Viehweg vanishing
In this section we assume that hwu,v(j) 6= 0.
Let f : X → Y be a proper morphism between schemes, with X irreducible, and let M be a line bundle
on X. Then, M is said to be f-nef if it has nonnegative intersection with every curve contained in a fiber
of f . The line bundle M is said to be f-big if rank f∗(Mk) > c · kn for some c > 0 and k  1, where n is
the dimension of a general fiber of f . A Weil divisor D ⊂ X has normal crossings if all of its irreducible
components intersect transversely. It is easy to see that ∂Zw and hence ∂((Zw)j) are normal crossings divisors
in Zw and (Zw)j respectively.
We will need the following relative Kawamata-Viehweg vanishing theorem from [AGM, Theorem 2.4],
which was originally extracted from [EV, Corollary 6.11].
Theorem 3.6.1. Let f : Z˜ → Z be a proper surjective morphism of varieties, with Z˜ nonsingular. Let M be
a line bundle on Z˜ such that MN¯ (−D) is f-nef and f-big for a normal crossing divisor D = ∑rj=1 ajDj,
where 0 < aj < N¯ for all j. Then,
Rif∗(M⊗ ωZ˜) = 0, ∀i > 0.
Definition 3.6.2. We define the sheaf
ωZ(∂Z) :=H omOZ (OZ(−∂Z), ωZ).
Theorem 3.6.3. We have f∗ωZ˜(∂Z˜) = ωZ(∂Z), where Z˜,Z, ∂Z˜, ∂Z and the morphism f : Z˜ → Z are
defined after Lemma 3.5.2. (Observe that since Z is CM, the dualizing sheaf ωZ makes sense.)
Proof. First, we claim
OZ˜(∂Z˜) 'H omOZ˜ (f∗OZ(−∂Z),OZ˜), (3.10)
where OZ˜(∂Z˜) :=H omOZ˜ (OZ˜(−∂Z˜),OZ˜). To see this, first note that since f−1(∂Z) = ∂Z˜ is the scheme-
theoretic inverse image (see §6), the natural morphism f∗OZ(−∂Z) → OZ˜(−∂Z˜) is surjective (see, e.g.
[Stacks, Tag 01HJ Lemma 25.4.7]). As f is a desingularization (see Proposition 3.5.5), the kernel of this
morphism is supported on a proper closed subset of Z˜ and hence is a torsion sheaf. This implies that the
dual map OZ˜(∂Z˜)→H omOZ˜ (f∗OZ(−∂Z),OZ˜) is an isomorphism, proving (3.10).
To complete the proof of the theorem, we compute:
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f∗(ωZ˜ ⊗OZ˜(∂Z˜)) = f∗(ωZ˜ ⊗H omOZ˜ (f∗OZ(−∂Z),OZ˜)), by (3.10)
= f∗H omOZ˜ (f
∗OZ(−∂Z), ωZ˜)
=H omOZ (OZ(−∂Z), f∗ωZ˜), by adjunction (see [H, Chapter II, §5])
=H omOZ (OZ(−∂Z), ωZ), by Proposition 3.5.7 and [KM, Theorem 5.10]
= ωZ(∂Z)
Lemma 3.6.4. The homogeneous line bundle L(ρ)|Xw (see §2) has a section with zero set exactly equal to
∂Xw.
Proof. Consider the Borel-Weil homomorphism (see [Ku2, §8.1.21]) χw : L(ρ)∗ → H0(Xw,L(ρ)) which is
given by χw(f)(gB) = [g, f(geρ)], where eρ is the highest weight vector of the irreducible highest weight
Gmin-module L(ρ) with highest weight ρ.
Consider the section χw(e
∗
wρ), where ewρ is the weight vector of L(ρ) with weight wρ and e
∗
wρ ∈ L(ρ)∗ is
the linear form which takes the value 1 on ewρ and 0 on any weight vector of L(ρ) of weight different from
wρ. Let w′ ≤ w and b ∈ B. We have
χw(e
∗
wρ)(bw
′B) = [bw′, e∗wρ(bw
′eρ)].
Now, for w′ < w, we have w′ρ > wρ by [Ku2, Lemma 8.3.3]. Thus, e∗wρ(bw
′eρ) = 0 for any b ∈ B and w′ < w.
For w′ = w, we have e∗wρ(bweρ) 6= 0 for any b ∈ B. Hence, χw(e∗wρ) has zero set precisely equal to ∂Xw.
Lemma 3.6.5. There is an ample line bundle L on (Xw)j with a section with zero set exactly equal to
∂((Xw)j).
Proof. By the previous lemma, the ample line bundle L(ρ)|Xw has a section with zero set exactly equal to
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∂Xw. The T -equivariant line bundle (e
wρL(ρ))|Xw gives rise to the line bundle
(ewρL(ρ)|Xw)j := E(T )Pj ×T ((ewρL(ρ))|Xw)
on (Xw)j . Then, the section θ defined by [e, x] 7→ [e, 1wρ ⊗ χw(e∗wρ)x] for e ∈ E(T )Pj and x ∈ Xw has zero
set exactly equal to (∂Xw)j , where 1wρ is a nonzero element of the line bundle e
wρ (see §2).
Now, let H be an ample line bundle on Pj with a section σ with zero set exactly ∂Pj and consider the
bundle
L := (ewρL(ρ)|Xw)j ⊗ p∗(HN¯ ),
where p : (Xw)j → Pj is the projection. Let σˆ represent the pullback of σ. Then, the section θ ⊗ (σˆ)N¯
has zero set exactly equal to ∂((Xw)j). Furthermore, by [KM, Proposition 1.45], if N¯ is large enough, L is
ample.
Lemma 3.6.6. Let f : Z˜ → Z be a proper birational map between normal, irreducible varieties and let
pi : Z → Γ be a surjective proper morphism. Let L˜ be a pi-big line bundle on Z. Then, the pullback line
bundle f∗L˜ is p˜i-big, where p˜i = pi ◦ f : Z˜ → Γ.
Proof. It suffices to show that rank p˜i∗(f∗L˜k) > c · kn for some c > 0 and k  1, where n is the dimension of
a general fiber of p˜i.
By [S, Chapter 1, §6.3, Theorem 7], the dimension of a general fiber of pi and the dimension of a general
fiber of p˜i are both equal to dimZ − dim Γ.
Now, p˜i∗(f∗L˜k) = pi∗f∗(f∗L˜k) ' pi∗(L˜k) by the projection formula, since Z is normal. Hence, rank p˜i∗(f∗L˜k) >
c · kn for some c > 0 and k  1, where n is the dimension of a general fiber of pi, since L˜ is pi-big. This proves
the lemma.
Theorem 3.6.7. Assume that hwu,v(j) 6= 0. Then, for all i > 0, we have Rip˜i∗ωZ˜(∂Z˜) = 0 and Rif∗ωZ˜(∂Z˜) =
0, where p˜i : Z˜ → Γ¯ is the projection onto the first factor and f : Z˜ → Z is defined after Lemma 3.5.2.
Proof. Since f is proper and birational by Proposition 3.5.5, it is surjective. By the proof of Corollary 3.5.10,
the projection pi : Z → Γ¯ is also surjective. Thus, p˜i = pi ◦ f is also surjective. Moreover, p˜i is proper since it
is the restriction of the projection Γ¯× (Zu,vw )P → Γ¯ to the closed subset Z˜, where (Zu,vw )P is projective. Let
M denote the line bundle M := OZ˜(∂Z˜) (observe that ∂Z˜ is a divisor in the non-singular scheme Z˜). By
Theorem 3.6.1, it suffices to find a normal crossings divisor D ⊂ Z˜ such that the line bundle MN¯ (−D) is
p˜i-nef, f -nef, p˜i-big, and f -big and D =
∑r
j=1 ajDj , with 0 < aj < N¯ .
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By Lemma 3.6.5 we may choose an ample line bundle L on ∆˜((Xw)j) with a section with zero set exactly
equal to ∆˜(∂((Xw)j)). Let ϕ : ∆˜((Zw)j) → ∆˜((Xw)j) denote the desingularization. Since ∂((Zw)j) is a
normal crossings divisor in (Zw)j , it follows that ∂Z˜ =
(
Γ¯× (Zu,vw )P
)×(Z2w)P ∆˜(∂((Zw)j)) is a normal crossings
divisor in Z˜. Write
∂Z˜ = D1 + · · ·+D`
where Di are the irreducible components. Since µ˜
∗ϕ∗L has a section with zero set precisely equal to ∂Z˜, it
follows that
µ˜∗ϕ∗L = OZ˜(b1D1 + · · ·+ b`D`)
for some positive integers b1, . . . , b`.
Let D be the divisor D := a1D1 + · · ·+ a`D` where ai := N¯ − bi for some integer N¯ greater than all the
bi’s. Since ∂Z˜ has normal crossings, so does D. Then,
MN¯ (−D) = OZ˜(b1D1 + · · ·+ b`D`) = µ˜∗ϕ∗L.
Since the fibers of p˜i are projective schemes and L is an ample line bundle on ∆˜((Xw)j), the pull-back µ˜∗ϕ∗L
restricted to the fibers of p˜i is nef, since the pullback of any ample line bundle under a morphism between
projective varieties is nef (see [D, Theorem 1.26, §1.9 and §1.29]). Thus, MN¯ (−D) is p˜i-nef. Since the fibers
of f are contained in the fibers of p˜i, MN¯ (−D) is also f -nef.
Now, MN¯ (−D) is f -big since f is birational by Proposition 3.5.5. It remains to show p˜i-bigness. Clearly,
µ : Z → ∆˜((Xw)j) is a closed embedding restricted to any fiber of the morphism pi : Z → Γ¯. Hence,
the ample line bundle L on ∆˜((Xw)j) pulls back to a pi-big line bundle µ∗L on Z. Now, p˜i-bigness of
MN¯ (−D) = µ˜∗ϕ∗L = f∗µ∗L follows from Lemma 3.6.6 and Proposition 3.5.5.
Theorems 3.6.3 and 3.6.7 together with the Grothendieck spectral sequence give
Corollary 3.6.8. For all i > 0 we have Ripi∗ωZ(∂Z) = 0.
3.7 Proof of part b) of Theorem 3.3.1
Recall the definitions of Nγ and Mγ from equations (3.6) and (3.7).
We also define
M1γ := γ((X
u,v
w )P) ∩ ∆˜((Xw)∂Pj )
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and
M2γ := γ((X
u,v
w )P) ∩ ∆˜((∂Xw)j),
so that
Mγ = M
1
γ ∪M2γ .
Lemma 3.7.1. For general γ ∈ Γ¯, the sheaf γ∗O(Xu×Xv)P ⊗OY¯P
(
pˆ∗(OPj (−∂Pj))⊗OYP ∆˜∗((ξw)P)
)
is sup-
ported on Nγ and is equal to the sheaf ONγ (−Mγ), where pˆ : YP → P is the projection.
Proof. Since pˆ : YP → P is flat, we have a short exact sequence
0→ pˆ∗(OPj (−∂Pj))→ pˆ∗OPj → pˆ∗O∂Pj → 0.
By Lemma 3.2.9 tensoring with ∆˜∗((ξw)P) over OYP preserves exactness of the above sequence, so we have an
exact sequence
0→ pˆ∗(OPj (−∂Pj))⊗OYP ∆˜∗((ξw)P)→ pˆ∗OPj ⊗OYP ∆˜∗((ξw)P)→ pˆ∗O∂Pj ⊗OYP ∆˜∗((ξw)P)→ 0.
By Theorem 3.4.2, for general γ ∈ Γ¯, tensoring the above sequence with γ∗O(Xu×Xv)P over OY¯P preserves
exactness, so we have, for general γ ∈ Γ¯, an exact sequence
0→ γ∗O(Xu×Xv)P ⊗OY¯P
(
pˆ∗(OPj (−∂Pj))⊗OYP ∆˜∗((ξw)P)
)
→
γ∗O(Xu×Xv)P ⊗OY¯P
(
pˆ∗OPj ⊗OYP ∆˜∗((ξw)P)
)
→ γ∗O(Xu×Xv)P ⊗OY¯P
(
pˆ∗O∂Pj ⊗OYP ∆˜∗((ξw)P)
)
→ 0. (3.11)
Next, consider the exact sequence
0→ ONγ (−Mγ)→ ONγ (−M2γ )→ OM1γ (−M1γ ∩M2γ )→ 0. (3.12)
Comparing (3.11) with (3.12) we see that it is sufficient to show that
γ∗O(Xu×Xv)P ⊗OY¯P
(
pˆ∗OPj ⊗OYP ∆˜∗((ξw)P)
)
= ONγ (−M2γ ) (3.13)
and
γ∗O(Xu×Xv)P ⊗OY¯P
(
pˆ∗O∂Pj ⊗OYP ∆˜∗((ξw)P)
)
= OM1γ (−M1γ ∩M2γ ). (3.14)
To prove (3.13) and (3.14) consider the short exact sequence
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0→ ∆˜∗((ξw)P)→ ∆˜∗(O(Xw)P)→ ∆˜∗(O(∂Xw)P)→ 0. (3.15)
Tensor the sequence (3.15) with pˆ∗(OPj ) over OYP , which preserves exactness by the proof of Lemma 3.2.9, and
then tensor with γ∗O(Xu×Xv)P over OY¯P , which preserves exactness by Theorem 3.4.2. For closed subschemes
X and Y of a scheme Z,
OX ⊗OZ OY = OX∩Y .
Thus,
γ∗O(Xu×Xv)P ⊗OY¯P
(
pˆ∗(OPj )⊗OYP ∆˜∗(O(Xw)P)
)
= Oγ(Xu×Xv)P∩∆˜((Xw)j) = ONγ
and
γ∗O(Xu×Xv)P ⊗OY¯P
(
pˆ∗(OPj )⊗OYP ∆˜∗(O(∂Xw)P)
)
= Oγ(Xu×Xv)P∩∆˜((∂Xw)j) = OM2γ .
Thus, (3.13) follows.
Similarly, (3.14) follows by tensoring the sequence (3.15) with pˆ∗(O∂Pj ) over OYP , which preserves exactness
by the proof of Lemma 3.2.9, and then tensoring with γ∗O(Xu×Xv)P over OY¯P , which preserves exactness by
Theorem 3.4.2. This completes the proof.
By the previous lemma, Theorem 3.3.1 part b) is equivalent to the following theorem:
Theorem 3.7.2. For general γ ∈ Γ¯ and any u, v, w ∈W, j ∈ [N ]r such that hwu,v(j) 6= 0 we have
Hp(Nγ ,ONγ (−Mγ)) = 0,
for all p 6= |j|+ `(w)− `(u)− `(v).
Proof. First, the theorem is equivalent to the statement that for general γ ∈ Γ¯,
Hp(Nγ , ωNγ (Mγ)) = 0, ∀p > 0. (3.16)
To see this, observe that:
Hp(Nγ , ωNγ (Mγ)) = H
p(Nγ ,H omONγ (ONγ (−Mγ), ωNγ ))
ϕ1' ExtpNγ (ONγ (−Mγ), ωNγ )
ϕ2' Hn−p(Nγ ,ONγ (−Mγ))∗.
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where n := dimNγ = |j|+ `(w)− `(u)− `(v), the isomorphism ϕ1 follows by Corollary 3.5.11 and the local
to global Ext spectral sequence [Go, The´ore`me 7.3.3, Chap. II], and the isomorphism ϕ2 follows by Corollary
3.5.10 and Serre duality [H, Chap. III, Theorem 7.6].
We now prove (3.16), which implies the theorem. By [S, Chapter I, §6.3, Theorem 1.25] and [H, Chap.
III, Exercise 10.9], there is a nonempty open subset U ⊂ Γ¯ such that pi : pi−1(U)→ U is flat. (Observe that,
by the proof of Corollary 3.5.10, pi is surjective.) We prove that ωZ(∂Z) is flat over U :
To show this, let A = OU , B = Opi−1(U), and M = ωZ(∂Z)|pi−1(U). By taking stalks, we immediately
reduce to showing that for an embedding of local rings A ⊂ B such that A is regular and B is flat over
A, we have that M is flat over A. Now, to prove this, let {x1, . . . , xd} be a minimal set of generators of
the maximal ideal of A. Let K• = K•(x1, . . . , xd) be the Koszul complex of the xi’s over A. Then, recall
that a finitely generated B-module N is flat over A iff K• ⊗A N is exact except at the extreme right, i.e.,
Hi(K• ⊗A N) = 0 for i < d [E, Corollary 17.5 and Theorem 6.8]. Thus, by hypothesis, K• ⊗A B is exact
except at the extreme right and hence the xi’s form a B-regular sequence [E, Theorem 17.6]. Now, since OZ
and O∂Z are CM, we have that OZ(−∂Z) is a CM OZ -module. Thus, by [I, Proposition 11.33], we have that
M is a CM B-module of dimension equal to dimB. Therefore, by [I, Exercise 11.36], the xi’s form a regular
sequence on the B-module M . Hence, (K• ⊗A B)⊗B M ' K• ⊗AM is exact except at the extreme right [E,
Corollary 17.5]. This proves that M is flat over A, as desired.
Thus, by Corollary 3.6.8 and the semicontinuity theorem [Ke, Theorem 13.1] to prove (3.16), it is sufficient
to show that for general γ ∈ Γ¯, that
ωZ(∂Z)|pi−1(γ) ' ωNγ (Mγ). (3.17)
To prove this, observe that since U is smooth and Z and ∂Z are CM, and the assertion is local in U , it
suffices to observe (see [I, Corollary 11.35]) that for a nonzero function θ on U , the sheaf
S/θ · S =H omOZθ (OZ(−∂Z)/θ · OZ(−∂Z), ωZθ ),
where Zθ denotes the zero scheme of θ in Z and the sheaf S := H omOZ (OZ(−∂Z), ωZ). Choosing θ to
be in a local coordinate system and using induction and the above result, the desired conclusion (3.17) is
obtained.
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CHAPTER 4
The affine Grassmannian associated to SL2
4.1 Main results
Let G := ŜL2 be the affine Kac-Moody group associated to SL2, completed along the negative roots. Let
P be the standard maximal parabolic subgroup and X¯ := G/P the thick affine Grassmannian. Let H denote
the standard maximal torus, and let T := H/Z(G) where Z(G) denotes the center of G. Then the natural
left action of H on X¯ descends to an action of T on X¯ . Let R(T ) denote the representation ring of T , and let
W denote the affine Weyl group.
4.1.1 Equivariant K-theory
Let K0T (X¯ ) denote the Grothendieck group of T -equivariant coherent sheaves on X¯ . Then the structure
sheaves of the opposite (finite-codimension) Schubert varieties in X¯ form a ‘basis’ (where infinite sums are
allowed) of K0T (X¯ ). More precisely, we have
K0T (X¯ ) =
∏
k∈Z≥0
R(T )Oˆk,
where Oˆk denotes the class of the structure sheaf of the (unique) opposite Schubert variety of codimension k.
The structure constants dkn,m ∈ R(T ) are defined by
Oˆn · Oˆm =
∑
k≥n,m
dkn,mOˆk. (4.1)
Using a Chevalley formula due to Lenart-Shimozono [LeSh, Corollary 3.7], phrased in the Lakshmibai-
Seshadri path model, we explicitly compute the structure constants dk1,m corresponding to multiplication by
the Schubert divisor Oˆ1 (see (4.20)). Next, the structure constants dmn,m (where n ≤ m) are computed (see
(4.21)) using a result of Lam-Schilling-Shimozono on the localizations of Schubert varieties [LSS, Proposition
2.10]. Then, using the associative law in the K-group, we derive an inductive formula (Proposition 4.3.2) for
the structure constants using dmn,m and d
k
1,m as our base cases.
Let ξˆk denote the ideal sheaf ‘basis’ (where we allow infinite sums) dual to the basis Oˆk (see (2.4.5)). We
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define the structure constants bkn,m ∈ R(T ) in the basis ξˆk by
ξˆn · ξˆm =
∑
k≥n,m
bkn,mξˆ
k. (4.2)
Then we have (see (4.15))
bkn,m =
∑
j≤k
(
djn,m − djn+1,m − djn,m+1 + djn+1,m+1
)
.
Thus, the bkn,m can be computed from the d
k
n,m.
4.1.2 Ordinary K-theory
Let K0(X¯ ) denote the Grothendieck group of coherent sheaves on X¯ . Let Ok denote the class of the
structure sheaf of the (unique) opposite Schubert variety of codimension k. Then, we have
K0(X¯ ) =
∏
k∈Z≥0
ZOk.
Further, the structure constants in K0(X¯ ) are given by evaluating the T -equivariant structure constants
at 1. Thus we denote the structure constants in the basis Ok in ordinary K-theory by dkn,m(1), so that we
have, in K0(X¯ ),
On · Om =
∑
k≥n+m
dkn,m(1)Ok.
Similarly, letting ξk denote the ideal sheaf ‘basis’ (where we allow infinite sums) dual to the basis Ok, we
denote the structure constants in the basis ξk in ordinary K-theory by bkn,m(1), so that we have, in K
0(X¯ ),
ξn · ξm =
∑
k≥n+m
bkn,m(1)ξ
k.
Then the following theorem, which we prove using our inductive formula, gives a closed form for the
structure constants in ordinary K-theory (see Theorem 4.4.1 and Corollary 4.4.2):
Theorem 4.1.1. The structure constants in ordinary K-theory are given by
dn+m+kn,m (1) = (−1)k ·
(n+m+ k − 1)!
(n− 1)!(m− 1)!k! ·
n+m+ 2k
(n+ k)(m+ k)
.
bn+m+kn,m (1) = (−1)k ·
(n+m+ k)!
n!m!k!
.
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4.1.3 Equivariant cohomology
Let Gmin denote the minimal affine Kac-Moody group associated to SL2. Let P be the standard maximal
parabolic subgroup and let X := Gmin/P denote the standard affine Grassmannian.
Then the T -equivariant cohomology ring, H•T (X ), has a Schubert basis (see [Ku2, Theorem 11.3.9]), which
we denote by {εˆi}∞i=0. Let Z[α0, α1] denote the graded ring of polynomials with integral coefficients in the
simple roots α0 and α1. Further, let Z[α0, α1](k) denote the k-th graded piece of Z[α0, α1].
We define the T -equivariant cohomology structure constants ckn,m ∈ Z[α0, α1](n + m − k) (see [Ku2,
Corollary 11.3.17]) by
εˆn · εˆm =
n+m∑
k=max{n,m}
ckn,mεˆk. (4.3)
We derive an inductive formula for the structure constants in T -equivarient cohomology (see Proposition
4.5.2). Using this formula, we derive closed forms for cn+mn,m , c
n+m−1
n,m , and c
n+m−2
n,m . We also determine the
structure constants cmn,m (where n ≤ m) using [Ku2, Lemma 11.1.10 and Proposition 11.1.11 (1) and (3)].
4.1.4 Summary of chapter
What follows is a brief summary of the rest of the chapter. In Section 4.2 we consider general Kac-Moody
flag varieties and state a result due to Lam-Schilling-Shimozono [LSS] on the localizations of Schubert varieties.
Further, we introduce the notion of Lakshmibai-Seshadri path which allows us to state a Chevalley formula
due to Lenart-Shimozono [LeSh]. In Section 4.3 we specialize to the case of affine SL2 and determine an
explicit closed form for the Chevalley coefficients. Then, we derive an inductive formula for the structure
constants in T -equivariant K-theory. In Section 4.4, we use our inductive formula to determine a closed form
for the structure constants in ordinary K-theory. Finally in Section 4.5 we move to the case of T -equivariant
cohomology, where we derive an inductive formula for the structure constants and determine closed forms for
cn+mn,m , c
n+m−1
n,m , c
n+m−2
n,m and when n ≤ m, for cmn,m.
4.2 Localization and Chevalley formulas
In this section we state a closed form for the localizations in the Schubert basis due to Lam-Schilling-
Shimozono [LSS] and introduce the concept of Lakshmibai-Seshadri path, which allows us to state a Chevalley
formula due to Lenart-Shimozono [LeSh]. The results in this section apply to general Kac-Moody flag varieties
and thus we adopt the notation from the previous chapters.
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4.2.1 Localization formula
We identify the set {wB} of T -fixed points of X¯ with the Weyl group W . Given x ∈W , let ix : {x} ↪→ X
denote the inclusion map. Then pullback induces a ring homomorphism i∗x : K
0
T (X¯) → K0T ({x}) ∼= R(T ).
For ψ ∈ K0T (X¯) and x ∈W , the localization of ψ at x is defined as
ψx := i
∗
x(ψ).
We are concerned with localizations in the basis [OXw ]. The following is [LSS, Lemma 2.3]:
Lemma 4.2.1 ([LSS] Lemma 2.3). [OXw ]x = 0 unless x ≥ w.
Definition 4.2.2. For u, v ∈W , the set {xy : x ≤ u, y ≤ v} has a maximum element, which we denote by
u ∗ v (see [He, Lemma 1.4]). Note that si ∗ sj = sisj if i 6= j, while si ∗ si = si.
An explicit closed form for the localizations in the Schubert basis is given by [LSS, Proposition 2.10] (see
also [G2, Theorem 3.12] and [W] for the same result in the finite case).
Theorem 4.2.3 ([LSS] Proposition 2.10). Let x ≥ w ∈ W . Fix a reduced decomposition x = si1si2 . . . sim .
For ` ≤ m, define β` := si1si2 . . . si`−1αi` . Then
[OXw ]x =
∑
(−1)`(w)(e−βj1 − 1) . . . (e−βjp − 1),
where the summation runs over all 1 ≤ j1 < · · · < jp ≤ m such that w = sij1 ∗ · · · ∗ sijp .
Remark. We have adjusted the statement of the above theorem to match our conventions, as they differ
from those in [LSS].
Localizing the equation defining the structure constants (2.2) at x gives
[OXu ]x · [OXv ]x =
∑
w∈W
dwu,v[OXw ]x.
Now if u ≤ v, then since [OXw ]x = 0 unless x ≥ w, and dwu,v = 0 unless w ≥ u and w ≥ v, letting x = v gives
[OXu ]v · [OXv ]v = dvu,v[OXv ]v, which reduces to
[OXu ]v = dvu,v, for u ≤ v. (4.4)
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4.2.2 Lakshmibai-Seshadri paths
We now introduce the notion of Lakshmibai-Seshadri paths. We do not attempt to give this subject
a proper treatment, but instead introduce only the notions necessary to understand the statement of the
Chevalley formula in the subsequent subsection.
Let S = {si : i ∈ I} denote the set of simple reflections of W . For any J ⊂ I, define WJ to be the Weyl
group generated by the sj where j ∈ J . Let λ be a dominant integral weight. Then its stabilizer Wλ is the
parabolic subgroup WJ with J = {i ∈ I : siλ = λ}.
We define the Bruhat ordering on the orbit Wλ by taking the transitive closure of the relations sαµ < µ
iff 〈µ, α∨〉 > 0, where α is a positive root and µ ∈ Wλ. Note that by this convention, for u, v ∈ Wλ, we
have u < v iff vλ < uλ (where Wλ denotes the set of minimal length representatives on W/Wλ). For a real
number b, we define the b-Bruhat ordering ‘<b’ on Wλ by defining µ to cover ν in the b-Bruhat order iff µ
covers ν in the normal Bruhat order and b(µ− ν) is an integer multiple of a root.
Definition 4.2.4 (Lakshmibai-Seshadri path [St]). A Lakshmibai-Seshadri (LS) path p of shape λ is a pair
p = (σ, b) where
σ : σ1 > σ2 > · · · > σm, σi ∈W/Wλ
b : 0 = b0 < b1 < · · · < bm = 1, bi ∈ Q.
We also require that
σ1λ <b1 σ2λ <b2 · · · <bm−1 σmλ.
Denote by T λ the set of all LS paths of shape λ. For p ∈ T λ we define the weight of p = (σ, b) to be
p(1) = σmλ−
m−1∑
i=1
bi(σi+1λ− σiλ). (4.5)
Proposition 4.2.5 ([LaSe2], Lemma 4.4’). Let τ ∈ W/WJ and w ∈ W be such that wWJ ≥ τ in W/WJ .
Then the set
{v ∈W : w ≥ v, vWJ = τ}
has a Bruhat-maximum, which will be denoted by dn(w, τ). The symbol dn is an abbreviation for “down”.
For p ∈ T λ, we define, with notation as in Definition 4.2.4,
beg(p) = σ1 and end(p) = σm.
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Then for w ∈W such that beg(p) ≤ wWλ, define dn(w, p) by
w = w0 ≥ w1 ≥ · · · ≥ wm = dn(w, p), (4.6)
where wi := dn(wi−1, σi) for i from 1 to m. Here dn(wi−1, σi) is defined as in Proposition 4.2.5.
For z, w ∈W we define
Dλw,z := {p ∈ T λ : beg(p) ≤ wWλ,dn(w, p) = z}. (4.7)
4.2.3 Chevalley formula
For any integral weight λ, define the Chevalley coefficients awv (λ) ∈ R(T ) by
[L(λ)] · [OXv ] =
∑
w≥v
awv (λ)[OXw ]. (4.8)
Now letting λ be a dominant integral weight, we have the following Chevalley formula from [LeSh]:
Theorem 4.2.6 ([LeSh], Corollary 3.7). For any dominant integral weight λ, we have
[L(−λ)] · [OXv ] =
∑
w≥v
∑
p∈Dλw,v
(−1)`(w)−`(v)ep(1)[OXw ],
where Dλw,v is defined in (4.7) and p(1) is defined in (4.5).
Remark. We have adjusted the statement in the above theorem to account for the difference in conventions
between ours and those in [LeSh].
This immediately gives
awv (−λ) =
∑
p∈Dλw,v
(−1)`(w)−`(v)ep(1). (4.9)
Further, for any simple reflection si, we have [OXsi ] = 1−e−Λi [L(−Λi)], where Λi denotes the i-th fundamental
weight. Hence,
dwsi,v =

−e−Λiawv (−Λi) w 6= v
1− e−Λiavv(−Λi) w = v.
(4.10)
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4.3 Structure constants for ŜL2 in T -equivariant K-theory
In this section we specialize to the case of ŜL2. We begin by explicitly determining the Chevalley
coefficients awv (−Λ0) (see (4.9)) for the affine Grassmannian associated to SL2, where Λ0 is the zeroth
fundamental weight. We then determine an inductive formula for the structure constants.
4.3.1 Notation for ŜL2
Let G := ŜL2 be the affine Kac-Moody group associated to SL2, completed along the negative roots. Let
P be the standard maximal parabolic subgroup and X¯ := G/P the thick affine Grassmannian. Let T denote
the standard maximal torus, R(T ) its representation ring, and W the affine Weyl group.
Let g := ŝl2. We denote by h ⊂ g the Cartan subalgebra, and by h∗ its dual. Then we have the simple
roots α0, α1 ∈ h∗, the simple coroots α∨0 , α∨1 ∈ h, the simple reflections s0, s1 ∈ W , and the fundamental
weights Λ0,Λ1 ∈ h∗. Note that W is isomorphic to the free product 〈s0〉 ∗ 〈s1〉.
Let WP denote the set of minimal length representatives of W/WP , where WP denotes the Weyl group of
P . Then WP = {wn}∞n=0 where
wn := . . . s0s1s0
denotes the word of length n in s0 and s1 which is alternating and ends in s0 (so w0 = e, w1 = s0, w2 =
s1s0, w3 = s0s1s0, etc). Further, W/WP is totally ordered under the relative Bruhat ordering.
We denote by Oˆk := [OXwkP ]. Then we have:
K0T (X¯ ) =
∏
k∈Z≥0
R(T )Oˆk.
We henceforth denote the structure constants dwkwn,wm (see (2.2)) and the Chevalley coefficients a
wk
wm(−Λ0)
(see (4.8)) by dkn,m and a
k
m respectively. Then, in this notation, we have, in K
0
T (X¯ ),
Oˆn · Oˆm =
∑
k≥n,m
dkn,mOˆk. (4.11)
Further, we have, by (4.9),
akm =
∑
p∈DΛ0wk,wm
(−1)k+mep(1). (4.12)
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We also consider the basis dual to the basis Oˆk, defined as follows. Let
∂XwkP := X
wk
P \ CwkP
be given the reduced subscheme structure, where CwkP := B
−wkP/P . Let
ξˆk := [OXwkP (−∂X
wk
P )]
denote the class of the ideal sheaf of ∂XwkP in X
wk
P . Then {ξˆk}∞k=0 forms an R(T )-‘basis’ of K0(X¯ ), where
we allow infinite sums. Further, we have
ξˆk = Oˆk − Oˆk+1. (4.13)
We define the structure constants bkn,m ∈ R(T ) in the basis ξˆk by
ξˆn · ξˆm =
∑
k≥n,m
bkn,mξˆ
k. (4.14)
Using (4.13) and looking at the coefficient of Oˆk in the product ξˆn · ξˆm we obtain
bkn,m − bk−1n,m = dkn,m − dkn+1,m − dkn,m+1 + dkn+1,m+1.
Thus by induction, we have the following expression for the bkn,m in terms of the d
k
n,m
bkn,m =
∑
j≤k
(
djn,m − djn+1,m − djn,m+1 + djn+1,m+1
)
. (4.15)
4.3.2 Determination of akm
We begin by determining the Chevalley coefficients akm. By (4.12), this can be done by determining the
set DΛ0wk,wm and the weights of the associated paths. Once the akm are known, we obtain dk1,m using (4.10).
The following is a restatement of [Sa, Lemma 1], although we provide a proof as our conventions are
different.
Lemma 4.3.1. The LS paths of shape Λ0 are those paths p = (σ, b) such that
σ : w` > w`−1 > · · · > wm
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b : 0 < b` < b`−1 < · · · < bm+1 < 1,
where ` ≥ m and where bj · j ∈ Z for all m+ 1 ≤ j ≤ `.
Proof. It can be easily checked that all such paths are LS paths.
To complete the proof, we must show that all LS paths are of this form, i.e. we must show that σ can
have no ‘skips’, and that the bj ’s must satisfy the stated condition.
One may compute that
wiΛ0 =

Λ0 − j2α0 − (j2 + j)α1 i = 2j
Λ0 − (j + 1)2α0 − (j2 + j)α1 i = 2j + 1.
(4.16)
It follows that
wi−1Λ0 − wiΛ0 =

iα0 i odd
iα1 i even.
(4.17)
Recall that by definition, in the b-Bruhat order, µ covers ν iff µ covers ν in the normal Bruhat order and
b(µ− ν) is an integer multiple of a root. By (4.17), for 0 < b < 1, it is not possible that b(wiΛ0 − wi+1Λ0)
and b(wi−1Λ0 −wiΛ0) are both integer multiples of a root. Hence σ can have no skips. The condition on the
bj ’s also follows from (4.17).
As noted in [Sa], the condition on the bj ’s can be rephrased
b : 0 <
i`
`
<
i`−1
`− 1 < · · · <
im+1
m+ 1
< 1,
where ij ∈ Z≥0 for all m+ 1 ≤ j ≤ `. These equalities are equivalent to the requirement that 1 ≤ i` ≤ i`−1 ≤
· · · ≤ im+1 ≤ m.
For ` ≥ m, let p(`,m) denote the set of all LS paths of shape Λ0 beginning at w` and ending at wm:
p(`,m) := {p ∈ T Λ0 : beg(p) = w`, end(p) = wm}.
For p ∈ p(`,m), the weight (4.5) becomes:
p(1) = wmΛ0 −
∑`
j=m+1
bj(wj−1Λ0 − wjΛ0).
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Thus, by (4.17), we have
p(1) = wmΛ0 −
∑
j odd
`≥j≥m+1
ijα0 −
∑
j even
`≥j≥m+1
ijα1. (4.18)
Let k ≥ `. Note that WΛ0 = Ws1 . It is easy to see that
dn(wk, w`WΛ0) =

w` k = ` or `+ 1
w`s1 k ≥ `+ 2,
and
dn(wks1, w`WΛ0) = w`s1,
where dn(wk, w`WΛ0) is defined by Proposition 4.2.5. It follows that for any path p ∈ p(`,m) we have
dn(wk, p) =

wm k = ` or `+ 1
wms1 k ≥ `+ 2,
where by dn(wk, p) is defined by (4.6). Thus we have
DΛ0wk,wm = p(k,m)
⊔
p(k − 1,m). (4.19)
From (4.19) and (4.12) we have
akm = (−1)k+m
 ∑
p∈p(k,m)
ep(1) +
∑
p∈p(k−1,m)
ep(1)
 .
Thus by (4.10), (4.18), and (4.16), we obtain
dk1,m =

(−1)k+m+1e−qm
 ∑
i=(ik,...,im+1)∈Zk−m≥0
1≤ik≤···≤im+1≤m
e−χk(i) +
∑
j=(ik−1,...,im+1)∈Zk−1−m≥0
1≤ik−1≤···≤im+1≤m
e−χk−1(j)
 k ≥ m+ 1
1− e−qm k = m,
(4.20)
where
qm :=
⌈m
2
⌉2
α0 +
(⌊m
2
⌋2
+
⌊m
2
⌋)
α1,
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and
χ`(i`, . . . , im+1) :=
∑
j odd
`≥j≥m+1
ijα0 +
∑
j even
`≥j≥m+1
ijα1.
In (4.20), when k = m+ 1, the sum on the right side is to be interpreted as equal to 1.
4.3.3 Inductive formula for dkn,m
In this subsection, we derive an inductive formula for the structure constants dkn,m. First, we apply
Theorem 4.2.3 to compute the structure constants dmn,m where n ≤ m.
Let wm = si1si2 . . . sim be a reduced decomposition. For ` ≤ m, define β` := si1si2 . . . si`−1αi` Then we
have
β` =

`α0 + (`− 1)α1 m odd
(`− 1)α0 + `α1 m even.
Then combining Theorem 4.2.3 with (4.4) gives, for n ≤ m,
dmn,m =
∑
(−1)n(e−βj1 − 1) . . . (e−βjp − 1), (4.21)
where the summation runs over all 1 ≤ j1 < · · · < jp ≤ m such that wn = sij1 ∗ · · · ∗ sijp , and the operation ∗
is defined as in Definition 4.2.2.
Now comparing Oˆ1 · (Oˆn · Oˆm) with (Oˆ1 · Oˆn) · Oˆm in K0T (X¯ ), we obtain, for any k,
∑
i
din,md
k
1,i =
∑
j
dj1,nd
k
j,m. (4.22)
Let k > n. Then using that djn,m = 0 unless j ≥ max{n,m}, and solving for dkn,m in (4.22), we obtain the
following inductive relation for the structure constants:
Proposition 4.3.2. For k > n, the T -equivariant structure constants in the basis Oˆk satisfy:
dkn,m =
1(
dn1,n − dk1,k
)
 k−1∑
i=max{n,m}
din,md
k
1,i −
k∑
j=n+1
dj1,nd
k
j,m
 . (4.23)
Note that all expressions on the right side of (4.23) may be assumed to be known by inducting on k − n.
The base cases are given by (4.20) and (4.21).
We may view the structure constants dkn,m and b
k
n,m as polynomials in the variables e
−α0 − 1 and e−α1 − 1.
Then we derive the following corollary of (4.23).
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Corollary 4.3.3. For n ≤ m, the highest homogenous part of dkn,m is given by
(−1)n+m+k(e−α0 − 1)δ0(k,n,m)(e−α1 − 1)δ1(k,n,m),
where
δ0(k, n,m) =

m(m− 1)
2
−
(
m− n
2
)2
+ (n+m− 1)
⌈
k −m
2
⌉
n,m even
m(m+ 1)
2
−
((
m− n
2
)2
+
m− n
2
)
+ (n+m− 1)
⌊
k −m
2
⌋
n,m odd
m(m+ 1)
2
−
(
m− n+ 1
2
)2
+ (n+m− 1)
⌈
k −m
2
⌉
n even,m odd
m(m− 1)
2
−
((
m− n− 1
2
)2
+
m− n− 1
2
)
+ (n+m− 1)
⌊
k −m
2
⌋
n odd,m even
and δ1(k, n,m) is given by the above but with the parities of n and m both inverted.
Further, for n ≤ m, the highest homogenous part of bkn,m is given by
(−1)n+m+k(e−α0 − 1)γ0(k,n,m)(e−α1 − 1)γ1(k,n,m),
where
γ0(k, n,m) = δ0(k, n+ 1,m+ 1),
γ1(k, n,m) = δ1(k, n+ 1,m+ 1).
In particular, the structure constant dkn,m has total degree
(n+m− 1)k − m(m− 1)
2
− n(n− 1)
2
,
and the structure constant bkn,m has total degree
(n+m+ 1)k − m(m+ 1)
2
− n(n+ 1)
2
.
Proof. The calculation of the highest homogenous term of dkn,m can be verified for the base cases n = 1 and
n ≤ m = k using (4.20) and (4.21) respectively. The general case then follows from (4.23). We omit a detailed
proof of these verifications, however, we note that one should verify that the degree of dk1,nd
k
k,m is larger than
the degree of dk−1n,md
k
1,k−1 when using (4.23).
The statement about the highest homogeneous term of bkn,m now follows from (4.15).
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Finally, computing the total degrees of dkn,m and b
k
n,m is straightforward from the previous.
4.4 Structure constants for ŜL2 in ordinary K-theory
Let K0(X¯ ) denote the Grothendieck group of coherent sheaves on X¯ . Denote by Ok := [OXwkP ], where as
earlier, P is the standard maximal parabolic subgroup. Then, we have
K0(X¯ ) =
∏
k∈Z≥0
ZOk.
Further, by (2.4), we have, in K0(X¯ ),
On · Om =
∑
k≥n+m
dkn,m(1)Ok.
Consider the set p(`,m). By the results from the preceding section, the number of paths p ∈ p(`,m)
is the same as the number of (`−m)-tuples (i`, i`−1, . . . , i`−m+1) ∈ Z`−m≥0 satisfying 1 ≤ i` ≤ i`−1 ≤ · · · ≤
i`−m+1 ≤ m. Hence the set p(`,m) has cardinality
(
`−1
m−1
)
. Thus, we have, by (4.19),
∣∣DΛ0wk,wm∣∣ = ( k − 1m− 1
)
+
(
k − 2
m− 1
)
. (4.24)
Evaluating (4.20) at 1, we have, for k > m,
dk1,m(1) = (−1)k+m+1
[(
k − 1
m− 1
)
+
(
k − 2
m− 1
)]
. (4.25)
Comparing O1 · (On−1 · Om) with (O1 · On−1) · Om, we obtain, for any ` ≥ 0,
∑
i
din−1,m(1)d
`
1,i(1) =
∑
j
dj1,n−1(1)d
`
j,m(1). (4.26)
Setting ` = n + m + k in (4.26), where k ≥ 0, using that djn,m(1) = 0 unless j ≥ n + m, and solving for
dn+m+kn,m (1), we obtain the following inductive relation for the structure constants:
dn+m+kn,m (1) =
1
n
n+m+k−1∑
i=n+m−1
din−1,m(1)d
n+m+k
1,i (1)−
n+k∑
j=n+1
dj1,n−1(1)d
n+m+k
j,m (1)
 . (4.27)
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In particular, choosing k = 0 in (4.27), and using (4.25) (with k = m+ 1), we derive that
dn+mn,m (1) =
(
n+m
n
)
. (4.28)
Note that all expressions on the right side of (4.27) may be assumed to be known by inducting on n and
k simultaneously. The base cases are covered by (4.25) and (4.28). Thus (4.27) completely determines the
structure constants.
Theorem 4.4.1. The structure constants in the basis Ok in ordinary K-theory are given by
dn+m+kn,m (1) = (−1)k ·
(n+m+ k − 1)!
(n− 1)!(m− 1)!k! ·
n+m+ 2k
(n+ k)(m+ k)
. (4.29)
Proof. It suffices to show that the above formula (4.29) satisfies the inductive relation (4.27) and agrees with
the known formulas for the base cases dk1,m(1) (4.25) and d
n+m
n,m (1) (4.28).
The base case dn+mn,m (1) is immediately verified by letting k = 0 in (4.29). For the base case d
k
1,m(1), let
` = k − 1−m. Then, according to (4.29),
dk1,m(1) = d
1+m+`
1,m (1) = (−1)` ·
(m+ `)!
(m− 1)!`! ·
(1 +m+ 2`)
(1 + `)(m+ `)
= (−1)k+1+m · (k − 1)!
(m− 1)!(k − 1−m)! ·
2k − 1−m
(k −m)(k − 1) .
It is straightforward to verify that this is equal to (−1)k+1+m
[(
k−1
m−1
)
+
(
k−2
m−1
)]
, as desired.
Now we must verify the inductive relation (4.27). We first rewrite (4.27) as
n+m+k−1∑
i=n+m−1
din−1,m(1)d
n+m+k
1,i (1)−
n+k∑
j=n
dj1,n−1(1)d
n+m+k
j,m (1) = 0. (4.30)
Now according to (4.29), we have
din−1,m(1) = (−1)i+n+m+1 ·
(i− 1)!
(n− 2)!(m− 1)!(i− n−m+ 1)! ·
(2i+ 1− n−m)
(i−m)(i− n+ 1) , (4.31)
dn+m+k1,i (1) = (−1)n+m+k+i+1 ·
(n+m+ k − 1)!
(i− 1)!(n+m+ k − i− 1)! ·
(2n+ 2m+ 2k − 1− i)
(n+m+ k − i)(n+m+ k − 1) , (4.32)
dj1,n−1(1) = (−1)j+n ·
(j − 1)!
(n− 2)!(j − n)! ·
(2j − n)
(j − n+ 1)(j − 1) , (4.33)
dn+m+kj,m (1) = (−1)n+k+j ·
(n+m+ k − 1)!
(j − 1)!(m− 1)!(n+ k − j)! ·
(2k + 2n− j +m)
(n+ k)(n+m+ k − j) . (4.34)
Then, plugging in the above formulas (4.31)-(4.34), and letting s = i− n−m+ 1 and t = j − n, the left
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hand side of (4.30) becomes
k∑
s=0
(−1)k · (2s+ n+m− 1)(n+m+ 2k − s)
(s+ n− 1)(s+m)(k + 1− s)(n+m+ k − 1) ·
(n+m+ k − 1)!
(n− 2)!(m− 1)!s!(k − s)!
−
k∑
t=0
(−1)k · (2t+ n)(2k + n+m− t)
(t+ n− 1)(t+ 1)(n+ k)(m+ k − t) ·
(n+m+ k − 1)!
(n− 2)!(m− 1)!t!(k − t)! .
As we wish to show that this expression is equal to 0, combing the two sums and dividing by the factor
(−1)k · (n+m+k−1)!(n−2)!(m−1)! gives
k∑
s=0
(n+m+ 2k − s)
(s+ n− 1)s!(k − s)!
[
2s+ n+m− 1
(s+m)(k + 1− s)(n+m+ k − 1) −
2s− n
(s+ 1)(n+ k)(m+ k − s)
]
. (4.35)
We compute that the difference of the two fractions in the brackets in (4.35) simplifies to
(m− 1)(2s− k)(s+ n− 1)(n+m+ k + s)
(s+m)(k + 1− s)(k +m+ n− 1)(s+ 1)(n+ k)(m+ k − s) .
Thus, expression (4.35) being equal to zero is equivalent to the equation
k∑
s=0
1
s!(k − s)!
[
(n+m+ 2k − s)(2s− k)(n+m+ k + s)
(s+m)(k + 1− s)(s+ 1)(m+ k − s)
]
= 0. (4.36)
Now letting
f(s, k) :=
1
s!(k − s)!
[
(n+m+ 2k − s)(2s− k)(n+m+ k + s)
(s+m)(k + 1− s)(s+ 1)(m+ k − s)
]
,
we see that for 0 ≤ s ≤ k2 , we have f(s, k) = −f(k − s, k). This immediately implies (4.36), which in turn
verifies (4.30), completing the proof.
Now let ξk := [OXwkP (−∂X
wk
P )] denote the class of OXwkP (−∂X
wk
P ) in K
0(X¯ ). Then we have, in K0(X¯ ),
ξn · ξm =
∑
k≥n+m
bkn,m(1)ξ
k,
where bkn,m are defined as in (4.14).
From Theorem 4.4.1 one may compute that
djn,m − djn+1,m − djn,m+1 + djn+1,m+1 = (−1)j ·
(n+m+ j − 1)!
n!m!j!
· (n+m+ 2j). (4.37)
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Then (4.37) and (4.15) together with an inductive argument give the following corollary:
Corollary 4.4.2. The structure constants in the basis ξk in ordinary K-theory are given by
bn+m+kn,m (1) = (−1)k ·
(n+m+ k)!
n!m!k!
.
4.5 Structure constants for ŜL2 in T -equivariant cohomology
Although the structure constants in cohomology are determined by the structure constants in K-theory (see
Proposition 2.5.3), it would be inefficient to use the results of the previous sections to compute the cohomology
structure constants. In this section we present a more efficient inductive formula for the cohomology structure
constants.
Let Gmin := ŜL2 be the minimal affine Kac-Moody group associated to SL2. Let P be the standard
maximal parabolic subgroup and let X := Gmin/P denote the standard affine Grassmannian.
Let {εˆi}∞i=0 denote the Schubert basis in T -equivariant cohomology of X . Here we use the notation
εˆi := εˆwi , where εˆwi is defined as in [Ku2, Theorem 11.3.9]. Let Z[α0, α1] denote the graded ring of polynomials
with integral coefficients in the simple roots α0, α1. Further, let Z[α0, α1](k) denote the k-th graded piece of
Z[α0, α1].
We define the T -equivariant cohomology structure constants ckn,m ∈ Z[α0, α1](n + m − k) (see [Ku2,
Corollary 11.3.17]) by
εˆn · εˆm =
n+m∑
k=max{n,m}
ckn,mεˆk. (4.38)
By the Chevalley formula [Ku2, Theorem 11.17 (i)], and using (4.16), we compute that
εˆ1 · εˆm = qmεˆm + (m+ 1)εˆm+1, (4.39)
where
qm :=
⌈m
2
⌉2
α0 +
(⌊m
2
⌋2
+
⌊m
2
⌋)
α1. (4.40)
In particular, cm1,m = qm and c
m+1
1,m = m+ 1.
Definition 4.5.1. We let Qdi,j denote the sum of all monomials of degree d in the j + 1 variables
qi, qi+1, . . . , qi+j .
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From (4.39) and induction, we have
(εˆ1)
n · εˆm =
n∑
i=0
(m+ i)!
m!
Qn−im,i εˆm+i. (4.41)
Further, we compute that
(εˆ1)
n =
n∑
k=1
k!Qn−k1,k−1εˆk, (4.42)
Solving for εˆn in equation (4.41), we have
εˆn =
1
n!
[
(εˆ1)
n −
n−1∑
k=1
k!Qn−k1,k−1εˆk
]
.
Assuming now that n ≤ m, a computation yields
εˆn · εˆm =
n∑
i=0
1
n!
[
(m+ i)!
m!
Qn−im,i −
n−1∑
k=1
k!Qn−k1,k−1c
m+i
k,m
]
εˆm+i.
Further, cjn,m = 0 whenever j < max{n,m} or j > n + m. Hence we have derived the following recursive
formula for the structure constants:
Proposition 4.5.2. For n ≤ m and 0 ≤ i ≤ n,
cm+in,m =
1
n!
 (m+ i)!
m!
Qn−im,i −
n−1∑
k=max{i,1}
k!Qn−k1,k−1c
m+i
k,m
 , (4.43)
where Qdi,j is defined as in Definition 4.5.1.
Using the above formula (4.43), one may induct upwards on n to compute the structure constants. In
addition, closed forms for the structure constants can be obtained.
For example, it follows immediately, by letting i = n in (4.43), that
cn+mn,m =
(
n+m
n
)
. (4.44)
Now to compute a closed form for cn+m−1n,m , letting i = n− 1 in (4.43) and using (4.44) gives
cn+m−1n,m =
(n+m− 1)!
n!m!
n+m−1∑
j=1
qj −
m−1∑
j=1
qj −
n−1∑
j=1
qj
 . (4.45)
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A closed form for
∑k
j=1 qj is given by
k∑
j=1
qj =

1
12k(k + 1)(k + 2)(α0 + α1) k even
1
12 (k + 1)(3 + 2k + k
2)α0 +
1
12 (k − 1)(k + 1)(k + 3)α1 k odd.
(4.46)
Thus, one may verify that (4.45) gives
cn+m−1n,m =

1
4
· (n+m)!
(n− 1)!(m− 1)! (α0 + α1) n,m even
1
4
· (n+m)!
n!m!
((1 + nm)α0 + (−1 + nm)α1) n,m odd
1
4
· (n+m− 1)!
(n− 1)!m!
(
(−1 + nm+m2)α0 + (1 + nm+m2)α1
)
n even,m odd
1
4
· (n+m− 1)!
n!(m− 1)!
(
(−1 + nm+ n2)α0 + (1 + nm+ n2)α1
)
n odd,m even.
Next, we obtain a closed form for the structure constants cn+m−2n,m . It is easy to see that the following
recurrence relation holds:
Qdi,j = Q
d−1
i,j qi+j +Q
d
i,j−1. (4.47)
By (4.46) we obtain
Q1i,j =

1
12 (3i
2 + 2j + 6ij + 3i2j + 3j2 + 3ij2 + j3)α0
+ 112 (6i+ 3i
2 + 2j + 6ij + 3i2j + 3j2 + 3ij2 + j3)α1 i, j even
1
12 (1 + j)(3i+ 3i
2 + 2j + 3ij + j2)(α0 + α1) i, j odd
1
12 (1 + j)(3 + 3i+ 3i
2 + 2j + 3ij + j2)α0
+ 112 (1 + j)(−3 + 3i+ 3i2 + 2j + 3ij + j2)α1 i even, j odd
1
12 (3 + 6i+ 3i
2 + 5j + 6ij + 3i2j + 3j2 + 3ij2 + j3)α0
+ 112 (−3 + 3i2 − j + 6ij + 3i2j + 3j2 + 3ij2 + j3)α1 i odd, j even.
Now using the above and (4.47) we obtain a closed form for Q2i,j , although we do not provide it here.
Then, using (4.43) we derive the following closed form for the structure constants cn+m−2n,m :
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cn+m−2n,m = a
n+m−2
n,m
(
bn+m−2n,m (0)α
2
0 + b
n+m−2
n,m (1)α0α1 + b
n+m−2
n,m (2)α
2
1
)
,
where
an+m−2n,m =

1
8
· (n+m)!
(n− 1)!(m− 1)! ·
1
n+m− 1 n,m even
1
8
· (n+m)!
n!m!
· (n− 1)(m− 1)
n+m− 1 n,m odd
1
8
· (n+m− 1)!
n!(m− 1)! · (n− 1) n even,m odd
1
8
· (n+m− 1)!
(n− 1)!m! · (m− 1) n odd,m even.
bn+m−2n,m (0) =

1
4
(
nm2 + n2m− n2 −m2 − 3nm+ 4) n,m even
1
4
(
nm2 + n2m− nm− 1) n,m odd
1
4
(
nm2 + n2m− n2 − nm+ 2n+ 3) n even,m odd
1
4
(
nm2 + n2m−m2 − nm+ 2m+ 3) n odd,m even.
bn+m−2n,m (1) =

1
2
(
nm2 + n2m− n2 −m2 − 3nm+ 2n+ 2m− 2) n,m even
1
2
(
nm2 + n2m− nm− 1) n,m odd
1
2
(
nm2 + n2m− n2 − nm− 1) n even,m odd
1
2
(
nm2 + n2m−m2 − nm− 1) n odd,m even.
bn+m−2n,m (2) =

1
4
(
nm2 + n2m− n2 −m2 − 3nm+ 4n+ 4m− 4) n,m even
1
4
(
nm2 + n2m− n2 − nm+ 3) n,m odd
1
4
(
nm2 + n2m− n2 − nm− 2n− 1) n even,m odd
1
4
(
nm2 + n2m−m2 − nm− 2m− 1) n odd,m even.
Lastly, from [Ku2, Lemma 11.1.10 and Proposition 11.1.11 (1) and (3)] one may verify using induction
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that for n ≤ m, a closed form for cmn,m is given by
cmn,m =

(m+n
2
n
) n−1∏
i=0
((
m− n
2
+ i
)
α0 +
(
m− n
2
+ 1 + i
)
α1
)
n,m even
(m+n
2
n
) n−1∏
i=0
((
m− n
2
+ 1 + i
)
α0 +
(
m− n
2
+ i
)
α1
)
n,m odd
(m+n−1
2
n
) n−1∏
i=0
((
m− n+ 1
2
+ i
)
α0 +
(
m− n+ 1
2
+ 1 + i
)
α1
)
n odd,m even
(m+n−1
2
n
) n−1∏
i=0
((
m− n+ 1
2
+ 1 + i
)
α0 +
(
m− n+ 1
2
+ i
)
α1
)
n even,m odd.
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